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Needs Assessment Rationale

Following issuance of an administrative policy statement detailing

procedures for'establishing.long-term institutional relationships, the
. .

Nationa) Institute of-Education(NIE) formally requested the Appalachia .

Educational Laboratory AEL) to enter into such a relationship. However,

one of the special conditions of the request was tIat AEL develop

effecyt ways of determining the educational needsof its region's

varied population. Thus, as part of the FY 80 contractual agreement .

,between the two agencies, NIE mandated and formally funded AEL to conduct

.a region-wide assessment of educational, needs.

Needs Assessment Design

The first step in the Needs Assessment (NA) Project Was to a

. plan of operation or design.- The design could not be static, but instead

had.to be part of 'a long-term dynamic process of setting AEL goals an'd

directions. It had to be_ comprehensive (involving 'inputs from:a wide

array of regional constituencies), implemented in an efficient-and valid,

manner,,and acceptable to'both NIE personnel and AEL's Executive Board.

A design w s prepared, submitted for review to.various groups AEL

staff, NIE, othtr R center's, state education officials). and revised

accordingly.

'Design Implementation

There were four major events associated with implementation of

the dVsign: conducting state conferences to.ideryEify educational needs,

deteilnining the validity of the lists of educational needs, developirig

statq& D service agendas.through meetings with State Education Agency



(SEA) personnel, and developing AEL's long-term programmatic R & 0

agenda. These major events and concomitant activities are Presented

below.

State Conferences

The participants:at each conference represented a cros-section of

groups that were concerned with or involved in.the educational process.

Appropriate educational organizations (e.g., state teacher education,

. associations; parent- teacher associations, state .school board

associat'i'ons) were asked to nominate personnel to represent the various

input groups. Similarly, contact was made with. non-edutational and

equity organizations (e.g., Chamber,of Commerce, National Association for

the Advancement of Colored People, Administration of Aging) for ,

identification of potential participants at each Nnference. Selection

criteria included,(but were not'limited to) a nonurban background, e

positive. attitude towarkruralism and Appalachia, and a knowledge of

education. Participants were.'then randomly selected from the lists of

potential participants. In.each AEL member state a conference was then

convened whereby the selected participants developed a list of educa-

tional needs that were deemed important within the state. The_list was

generated using 4 set of procedures devel edby Drs. Nagle. The set of

.,procedures used at the conferences inv ved participants (in groups) in

generl'ating and using two kinds of information: designative information

(0) about the "what is" state of something; and comparable appraisive

' information (A) about "what is 0 eferred." A third- kind of information,

prescriptive information (P) tha suggests what to do wheh discrepancies

can'be identified between 0 and A, was not generated,or used by

conference participants.



The final product,of each state conference was.a list of educational

needs: This list, developed throu9h-group discussions, also reflected

the degree of concenSus achieved among the participating conference'

members through the use of a rating scale, N-(See Appendix).

Validation Process

In order that the current laboratory strenghts not be ignored, it was

imperative that the legitimacy of current R & D divisional

activities--based on previously conducted needs assessments and

well-documented capbilities in several nationally visible and importaNt

programmatic areas--be established. Hence, diviSional staff prepared 39

statements of needs that they had identified in their program work.
.

These statements were formatted similarly to those that were prepared at

the state conferences.

To determine the validity of the needs' generated'at.each of thestate

NA conferences and by the AEL R & 0 Divisior4, a validation study was

conducted. After state conference participants had been'chosen from the

lists of names submitted by the groups, five individuals per participant

(names, addresses and telephone numbers) not selected from each of the

groups were requested to participate' in the validation study.

AEL NA geney4ated. a v/fidation protedure and appropriate
t

ins,tructionS. The rating procedure vas almost identicalto that USet at

the conferences. The materials (wi4i instructions) were distributed to
1

the indiliduals who had agreed to serve as,validaters. Validators were

,requirefd to validate only needs generated at the conferenc,e in the state

when they reside, and the AEL generated needs. While validators were

inf rmed that the needs, they Were to validate came from the two sources
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(state conferehce,and AE1), the validators were not told which needs were

from a particular source.
,

State R & D Agendas

In order triat AP.'positively respond to its role of dealsiag with the

community of educational practitioners, meetth-es were-held with each

Chief State School Officer(CSSO), appropriate SEA personnel', ansi the'AEL ;

caucus' (in-state Board me ers) to discuss theavalidated list of their

'state's needs and other sta related needs data.

PrOCerdures for conducting these meetings also provided gUidelines for

translattng the validated educational needs into needs that were amenable

to-an R & D solution. From these meetings'emerged state agendAs of R & D

needs.

AEL R & D Agenda

The first majorTactivit; associated with thedevelopment of AEL's

long-,term programmatic R D agend6 was the generation of 'state and

division need statements (see preceding sections). The second major

activity was the identification and preparation of Cowtssioned and
1

division papers. The third major activity involved the establishment and

util-ization of a Steering committee (SC) to- guide and direct long-term

programmatic R & D activity.

Commissioned paws... Although the original NA desjgn"indicated that,

'these commissioned papers would help to establish AEL's long-term

programmatic R & D'agenda,..0t was felt that the papers would serve AELr
best ifthey were written on R & D areas in which the Laboratoty was

,

P
'Aefinitely going to work.

.-7
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Division papers. 'DivisiOn papers were prepared by AEL divisignal

staff with additional external assistance as needed. The Career Guidance

paper dealt wittithe role of educational institutions and other 'agencie's

i.n assisting ind,ividuals'to develop the knowledge and skills important

for their career development.

The Childhood.and Parenting paper focused on research and-development

pertaining to the parting practices of, families in the Appalachian

Region, as these practices related to (1) young. children's development
,

and educational progress through the early school years, and (2)*

preparation for parenthood.

.

'Steering Committee. In order,that AEL positively respond to its role

of dealing with the R & D'cOmmuntty, a Steering Committee (5C) was

establisred to provide guidance and direction in the determination of

long-term programmatic R & D activities. This committee was comprised of
A , .

.. the AEL Executive Board's Planning and Development Committee, and a rural

sociOlogist who had an understanding/kpowltdge of education, & D, and .'

Appalachia. The SC met 'several times in the.process of preparing
'

.alternate long-tErT R & D.agenda. Input was reviewed, summary need

4 '
t .

statements, (prepared'by Ousting the top quartiles a need statements) ,, .
. -,

were discussed, and,program,precis were considered. After rating4the

alternate agenda prepared by the SC, AEL's Executive Board approved an

agenda with thrusts inthe_areas of School/FamilA Relations, Career

Development/Lifelong,Learning,'and Basic Skills.

." 1
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importance). Missing data, which were infrequent, were handled infhe
.

correlational phase of the .analysis using a pairwise deletion technique.
.

The data collected frOln the 1'980 Needs A%Sessment Project for the

teven states were.factor analyzed.using a principal component method of

condensation with a yarimax rotation. The 39 need statements gener ted-
s k. .

by the AEL divisions were .reduced to 10 factorS, two of which were not

t,-.
definable. 1he.remaining eight were named and usecias mariwi vari

.
.

in subsequent individual state factor analyses 2
. The eight marker

,

a aa

.,

variables were named as, ollows: , .

''

I - Concerns with high need, family lituatians:
, .

.

A
;I - Need for effective career.educatiorVguidiqnce.

..,

II - Need to' increase school capacity for working, with Inilies,

, ,,,

FV -.Need for experiential, approach to develop life cop4n9,skills.,

V - teed for reliable and useful resources relativeo carev
-decisions.

VI - Need to'be sure school prurams for parents actually work:,

4 . ar
4 "

I?( Need for schoolsto counteract sex -role stereotyping in
instruction: ".

X Need to deal with 60n-formal learning.
,

The retention of factors,was determined by the followingcriteria:.:

. (1) A minimum of two need statements loading with a coefficient Of at
..

least .40, (2) the Kaisettr criterid of an'eigenvalye of 1.0-or greater,

,

and-(3) the substantive criterion of whether the factpr`could-be

defiried4 'Tables 1 and 2' present the data 1'elated to the factor analysis

of gent common 'to all states,.

s o

r

. * - ,., o .

2pf,Edward E. 'Gotts, AEL, provided significant.input in the concep-
tuafization, logical operator dgv lopment, and.naniinjof marker vriables.

.;,. .
, ,

. ° ..

. ,
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Factor Analytic Rationale

Although the rafing1-4ped statements in the conferences and in he

validation process were objective, the identification of the state R & 0

agendas'and the AEU programmatic agenda wasmuch more subjective.
, .

Consequentlyt it was decided'that a factor. analytic Study would provide

k both validity and stability to the prgess. Thus, a study of the faictor,

-__structures.of the need statements

Methodology

Analyzing the need statements rating data in order to Infer,rthe
%* .

underlying structure of educational needs required a two-stage process.

. In the first stage a faotor analysis was performed op the data which Were

6

. common to all.states. Scale scores were then computed for each

validator. ..1n the second stage correlation matrices were computed using '

ctinfe;t1ce generated data and validation scale scores. Another factor

analysis was then performed. The specific procedures and resultant data

.)are presented below.

First stage. The data common to all states were ratings by 582

validators from,tKe_seven states on the AEL-generated statements. The

validators coMpeised a representative cross-section of personslfrom

\\education, businesS,families, and so forth, as reported in detail in the

Needs Assessement Project Final Reportl. The validators had rated each .

of the 39 AEL-generated need statements on a five-point scale (i.e.,,

ranging-from 0401ps is not a need, to 4 = this need is of extreme

. 11

, 'Shively, Joe . and Carolyn S. Davis. Needs Assessment Project:
FY:80 Final Report (vols 1-4). Charleston, WV: AEL, December 31, 1980.

13'



Table n1

Rotated Factors'
(loadings > .40)

Appalachia Educational Laboratory

.

.
r '. .0

'tkFactOr 1, Factor 2. Factor 3 , Factor 4 Factor 5 .0, 1

. .110 (.69) : 120 (.73) X115 (.77) . 144 (.63) 131 (73

''.

, 104 (,64) , 126 (.73) 109 (.71) 150 (.62) 128,.(.63)
.

101 (.62) 123,L69) 112 (.63) 145 (.53) 122 (.53)

102 (.62) " 12T (.57)A .
148 (.44) 148 (.42): 14,6 (.41)

,- ---A

124,(.42),

i? -0'107 (.53) . 121 (.41'
, 125 (t41).

,

103 (.54) 147.(.57)

n = 582 v = 39

.

.113 (.48)
1"0

106 (.42)

10
..

' 1

Factor 6 Fact& 72 Factor 82' Factor 9 Factor 10

la) (.75) 114 '(.76) 130 (.50) '143 (.77) 140 (.73)

108 ..(.73). 121 (.57) '149,(.44) 143 (.77) 129 (.51)

105 '(.45) 102 (:41) 113 (.45) 116 (.49)

149 (.44) ,141 (.47)

iP

.1-Noi6-that-the underlined i*ems were not used in later score
. computatlon. , k

.

2No°scores .wrcomOuted,. for. these factors.

.

S
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Table 2

Rotated Factors:
Eigenvalues and Proportion at Variance

':.Factor,1

1

2

3

4.

Appalachia Educational Laboratory

a

Eigenvalue

.

Portion

9.372

2.313

1.486

1.726

0.240

b.059

0.051

0.044

1-5 1.504. 0.039

6 1.378 0.035

7 1.242 .0.032

8 1.086 0.028

9 1.024 0.026

10 1.013 0.026

alb



Scale scores were computed, based on each of the factors. This W4

accomplished by squaring the factor, loadings in Table,1 (i.e.., less thoSe

underlined) and using them as item weigths.' An individual's rating of
,

each statement (item) was multiplied by the applicable weight, and the

items were summed far the eight interpr table sees for each validator.

In the event of missing data on any iscale, a logical op rator'was

programmed to evaluate whether the available data for a cale met

pre - established criteria of including a sufficient number of the"more

0
heavily weighed items. Following is a fist of determinents used to

decide if enough item data were available to compute a given scale-score

for an observatio

Scale 1 missing score generated if responses for any two of the
four items 110, 104, 101, and 102 were Present.

Scale 2.- missing score generated if regponse for any one of items
120,,126, and 123 was present.'

Scale 3 - missing score generated if response for either of items
115 or 109 was present,

.Scale 4 - missing score knerated if responses for any two of_the
three item s ( 144;150, 145) were present. .

. ...%

cale 5 - missing score generated if response for item 131 was
present.

Sc ale 6 - missingscore generated if response for either of items
111 or 108 was present.

Scale 9 - missing score gener -d if response far either of items
142 or 143 was, present.

10

. , .

4.
.

Scale 10 - missing score generated. i espo6e for. 14Q was ,

.,

present: ' ,

If the above conditions were met, thenfor each scale a part-scale value -.
.0 .

for missing data was estimated from the known part-scale value of the

available data, in direct proportion to the detected response bias of the

knoWn .part-scale value. This missing data estimation follows a Bayesian
\ ,

'
t

1
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logic--i:e.met-the known behAvior on this occasion serves as a prior
.

probability for 'the unknown data. ie two part scores (i.e., known and

estimated) were summed to yield a scale scone.
i ,

'

..I Second stage. The eight scale scores ymputed for each validator in
,

. .

the first stage had been generated' for the specific purpose of serving as

"marker variables" in the factor analytic sense. That is, the structural

.__yp)operties of the subset of statements could now'be,entered and, thus,

represented in subsequent state-by-state factor analyses. By this

process the marker variables were calculated to afford an anchbring fr,ame

of reference within each state analysis. It may be further noted that,

the scale scores have at least three 'advantages over the raw ratings as

.markeryariables: (1) scale scores are more re.liable/stable than raw

score 'ratings, '(2) some unreliability and item-unique variance is removed

from the AEL-generated data, and (3) t data reduction effected from 39

items to .eight marker variables simplified great the task of fritionally
`-------___:

examining seven-state structures.

IP

5ucf an anchoring framework was requir'ed because in no two states did
.

the validators deal with the same subset of state conference-generated

statements. .Certainly there were similar need statements across states

in terms-pf content issues addressed by the statements. But even a

cursory examination of the seven sets of conference-generated statements

. also revealed significant areas of noncagtrlap. Moreover:even when need

statements across states covered seemingly comparable content, the

ffarticplar.differentes.in their wordings Were great enough to be capable.

of producing qe-ite different-ratingsamong validators., Internal evidence

, fwithistates showed that Wording differences had just this kind of

effect on ratings.
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Correlation matrices were computed within each_,.stateamon9the-
-----

ratingStof a. variable number of state conference-generated statements, and

the eight scale scores generated for the respectiVe validators.

state's correlation matrix was then submitted to a principal component's

factor analysis with varimax rotation.

Results

Stage 1 results deal l with the factor analysis of the 39 AEL items of

582 respondents. Stage 2 results, which, utilized Stage 1 results as

input, dealt with factor analysis of item data in each of the seven

states.

AEL Analysis'.

Thirty-nine variables generated AEL divisions were factor analyzed

by .principal components ;r7Kcesulte an ten factors. Eight of these ten

factors were defined and subsequently used in individual state factor
. .

% analyses as marked variables (see Tables 1 and'2). These marker .

4
variables were used to provide a "common thread" thrOugh the individual

state analyses.

Individual State Analyses

The marker variables from the.AEL factor analysis were included.in

each'state study. The results of each analyis will be discussed

individually. The retention of factors was determined by the 'following

(

criteria: (1) A minimum of three need statements loSding with a

. r
coefficlent of at least .40, (2) the Kaiser criterion of an eigenvalue of

1.0 or greeter, and (3) the substantive criterion of whether the factor

could be defined. Tables. 3 through 16 present the results of these

(



tl

A preliminary inspection of the seven sets of rotated factor loadings

revealed that the eight scale scores generally emerged in different

regions of the overall factor space. In one state, however, they tended

to,aggregate with one another. Second, the number of factors extracted

was quite variable across states. , s

The factors within each state werealo consensually

identified/named. Neit, comparisons of factors across states were
,

conducted. This was the similarity /dissimilarity of item content, in

conjunction with the presence/absence of particular marker variables and

the presence of content noise arising from statements represented

uniquely in one ?state or another. Ir?this manner an effort was made to

determine whether similar structures eXisted across states. Similar

structures under these conditions of analyis can belyiewed as

"replications of source prope'rtieswhen surface properties vary."

Considering the dissimilarity of the data input acrossstates; such.
replications could constitute evidence favoring the hypothesis that there

is an- underlying set of regional needs.

a

13
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Alabama. Alabama ge erated 64 need statements at its*state

conference. There'were-19 additional statements generated by the state

edUcation agency. The 64 statements plus theeipt marker variables were

factor.analyzedresulting in 22 factors based soley on the Kaiser,
criterion of, an eigenvalue of 1 (see Tables 3 and 4). Applying the

remaining criteria stated in the introduction, nine factors were 'defined

-after the initial result was rotated using the varimax solution. These

mine factors in order of extractions are as follows:

r 1. Need for improved counseling and curriculum in vocational and
career education programs.

410K

2. Need for increased budget in order implement educational
mandates and special programs, e. . fine arts, music.

3. Need to improve teacher evaluation, accduntabiity, and tenure
processes.

4. Need to have parents actively involved in school matters and
informed about school processes.

5. Need to address educational concerns of special groups of
handicapped children.

6. Need for schools to address sex equity issues.

8. Need to imprbvethe status and perception of the educational'
process and the value of educators. ---.

9. Need for special proms to meet the needs of gifted/talented
ftudents. * ,--------__,

21. Need to address problems of equity in the schools.

Of the eight marker variables, six were used in defining factors. lIPPey

are Fl, F2, F3, F5, F6 and F9.

20

4.

4

*A,

a
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I

FactOr'l Factor 2

45,' .81).

(.79)
6'

3 (.75)

/ 53 (.69)
58 (.6E1)

15 (.56)

30 (.55)
22 (.54)
F5 (.53)'*

57 (.43)
39 (.41)*1

Factor 6

6 (.72)
28 (.61)
F9 1.53)
11 (AO)*

Factor, 11 '

4

3 (.80)

Factor 16

8 (.83)
44 (.42)

38 (.80)

59 (.75)

41 (.65)

2 56

F4

55 (.43)

,

Table 3

Rotated Factors
(loadingi > .40)

Alabama
n =110 v = 72

I

Factor 3

61 (.80) .

.35 (.69)
40 (.65)
48 (.57)
29 (.55)
46 (.45)

4 (.42)*
F5 JJ

Factor 4

62 (.72)
F3'(.62)
T9 (.56)

24 ,(.54)

F6 (,53)
33 (.51)

C

c'idb, 15

Factor 5

13 (.72)
16-(.62)
27 (.60)

39 (.48
P1 (.40)

Factory Factor 8
.

' Factor 5_, FaCtor10

36 (%80) 52 (.75) 60 (.84) 51 (.81)
* 54 (.60) 10 (.70) '18 (.4 '34 (.42)

7 (.49) 49 (.4

Factor 12

14 (.71)

Factor 13

'4 (.66)*"

Factor 17 , Factor.18

20 (.71) 42 (.71)
22 ( -.51)

.Factor 21", Factor 22

47 (.80)
50 (.60)
5 (.55)*

38 (.43)*

56 (.66)
.11 (.44)*'

Factor )4 Factor 15.

26 (.77 -)

24 (.43).
23 (.80)

Factor 19 Factor 20

31 (.82) 32 (.77)
.49 (.42) 25 (.42)

1The'underlined items were not used to define the:factors.

*These items loaded on'more than one factor and a decision was made as
to whfch factor it substanCsiely loaded 6est.:

O



`Table'4

2

0 16

Rotted Factors:
.

Eigenfalues,and Proportion of Variance

Alabama

'Factor Eigenva1ue

11.564'
2 5.742
3 4.757
-4 3.076
5 2.817
6 2.570

2.277
8 2.167
9 1.04

10' 1.819
11 1.741
12' t 1.4.69.8.

13 1.620,

14 1.567
15 1.463
16 1.317
17 ].262 c
18 1.23
19 3..157".

20 1.129
21 1.055
22 1.000

ti-

44"

..

A

:

lO

Portion

.]6.1

.080

. 066

. 043

. Q39

. 036
".032

:X130

.07.
..025

.024
,

.024

:022.0

'.022

.020

..018

Pt .018

.017

.016*

.016

.015

.014
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010. Kentucky. %Atitucky's factor analysis was performed on 45 state

generated statements and the eight marker variables. The unrotated

results'Opsed on the Kaiser criterion produced 18 fa e Tables 5

and 6). The rotated solution produced seven-definable ors. The

seven factors are named as follows:

1. 'kited to deal with equity concerns in the schools.;

r'Peed to improve teacher and, administrators i-ole and knowledge of
mandates and research-results as applicable to the - classroom.

at

3. Need'to improve relationSbips and communication between school and
parents. ,4

5. Needto determine adequacy of varioias educational processes in the
state, e.g. tenure, funding, accountZP4.1.ity.

7. Need to improve pay and benefits for educators.

14. Need for effectiVe career and vocational -guidance/education.
A*.

15. Need for more community input to deve101inon-traditional programs
to address their needs.

Four of the eight marker variablevwere used in defining factors.

They are F2F4, F6, and F9.

0

Wit

23

17



tractor 1

18%

Table 5

Rotated Factors
(loadings > .40)

n 7 85 v = 53

Faetor'2

F9 (.77) 38
44 ('.76) . 3

23 (.61), 30
32 (.55 1 , 18

O

I

(.75)

(.65)

(.46)

(.41)

Factor 3

37 (.82)
7 (.81)
4 (.76)

40 (.56)
.F6' (.47)*

. Factor 4

42 (.77)
' 14 (.60)

Factor 5

27 (.81)
35 (.57)*

20 (.56),
24 (.54)

Factor. 6 Factor 7 Factor8 Factor 9 . Factor0

1 (.85) 36 (.75) 10 (.68) 15 (.79) 29 ( 2)
2 (.70) 25 (.59) 9 (.64) 6 (.68)

11 (.66) (-.48)
F5 (.61)

39 (.45)

Factor 11 'Factor 12 Factor 13' Factor 14 Factor 15

28 (f70) 45 (.79) F10 (.86) 41 (.72) 8,h.77)
121 (.63), Fl (.52) 31, (.48) F4 (.58)*
33 (-.53) 13 (.51)* F2 (.47)* 5 (.58)

43 (.40) F6 (.50)*
V?

FactOr16 Factor Factor 18

(.79) 16 (.77) 34 (.78)
31 (-.45)' 121.41)

-
.

1The underlined items were not* Lied to .define the%factors.

*These items loaded on more than one faCtor and a decision was made as
to which 'factor it substantively,ZWed best.

A

C

,



1

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

.11

12

13

14

15

16

17

la

'Table 6

Rotated Factors:
.

Eigenvalues and Proportions of.Variance

,

.?

19

Kentucky

Eigenvalue

:

- Portion

8.219 .155
4.183 .079
3.228 .061
2.791

,

.053
2..581 .049
2.186" .041
2.083 .039
1.947 .03,
1.722 .032
1.531

1.476
_ 7 .029

1.383

1.316
.0Z6

'.025
1.242 .023
1%182 .022
1.412, .021
1.054. .020
1.025, .019,

4

25
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Ohio. Ohio gerierated 61 need statements to be factorianalyzed along .

With the eight marker variables. Th6 initial, results r'estlted in 19

factors (see Tables- 7 and 8); the varimax rotation generaedjiine
Y6

definable factors.' The nine-factors are as follows:

. ,

1. Need for schools to address sdcial..problems of student, e.g.,
drugs and alcohol and develop programs to educ4te-students
regarding such problems ,

..,

.
. -. :,

t ,z,

.

.,1,:t..
,.. .

. . ;,;.,,
.

. . '
.

, .
. ; ,

2. Need to improve programs reg4ding career and vocational .
.

counseling and education. so. $ {
e

3. Need to improve school community relations.

6
4. Need to improve student's awareness' of school objectives and

develop' a sense of their responsibility as students,' -

5, Need to identify outside of classroom factors (e.g., poor funding,
poor facilities), affecting learning progress.

00 ,

r
6. Need to improve teacher traininONgelection.

9. Need to develop and *prove accountability and evaluation of
teachers' performance.

5. Need.to.improve the integration/synthestgof our societal and
. educational processes.

20. Need to develop curriculum regardingsltge-long learning skills.

Five marker:, variables contributed 1.o the definition of the factors.

They are Fl b, F3, F4, and F5.

a

ts



Table 7

Rotated Factors
(loadings > .40)

Factor 1 Factor 2.1'

"Ohio
n = 76 v = 69

--Factor 3 Factor 4

6 (.80) --52 (.81) , 24 (.76) 48 (.87)
Fl (.77) 61 (.79) 59 (.55)* 16 (.68)
2 (.57) .

F2 (.73) 1 -.46 18 (.47)
44,(.53)* 40 (.66)' 2 30 (.42)*
20 (.51) 49 (.61) 50 (.40)
F4 (.45)*

Y 32 (.60)
22 (.40) . F5 (.49)

Factor 6 Factor 7 Factor 8 Factor 9

43 (.84) 14 (.73) 51 (.87) 33 (.81)
35 (.72) 37 (-.50) .7,(.68) 25 (.57)
55 (.55) 39 (.50)
58 (.43)* 30 .45
21 (.42)* *

Factor 11

F6 (.66)
-27 (.56)*
34 (.42)

7-1
Factor, 12 Factor. 13.

T1 (.79) 19 (.88),
36 (.42)* 23 (.46)*

21

Factor 5

a (.83)
5 (.64)

'7 (.59)
F4

.50)*
58 . )*

Factor 10

57 (.76)

54 (.46)

Factor 14 Factor 15

8 (.71) 41 (.75)
.

36 (.41)* 9 (.62)
-45 (.54)*

f'`4 -// 511 (k43).

Factor 16 *Factor 17 Factor, 18 Factor 19 Factor 20
,. .

.

15 (.80 10 (.89) 56 ...(.82) 13 (.87) 38 (.83)
.

12 (.71)' 425(.53) 44 (.45)*
59 (N2)*- -60 (.44)

45 (.42)*

:Factor 21 Factor 22 Factor 23

26 -(.87) 31 (.77) 29 (.86)
36 (.40)* 28 (.56)

1The underlined items were not,used to define the faCtor-
,

l'These iteMs loaded on more than one factor and a decision was made as
to which factor it substantively loaded best.,

jr
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Table 8

Rotated Factors:
Eigenvalues and Proportions of Variance

Ohio

Factor ..

%

Eigenvalue Portirr'

1

2

. 3

4 -

5

6

11.012

- 5.073
3.855
3.375
3.077-

2.858

.160

.074

..056 ;

.049

.045

.041
-7 1 2.617 .038'
8 2.404 .035
9 2.252 .033:

10 2.164 .031
11- 1.870 .027
12 1.821 , .026
13 1:720 .025
14 1.629 .024
15 1.519 .022
16 1.446 .021
17 1.345 .019
18 1.306 .019
19 - 1.233 .018
20 ' '1.189 .017
21 . 1.181 .017
22 1.080 .016
23

.
1.012 .015

28

22
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Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania's factor analysis of 57 state generated

_need statements and eight marker variables resulted in 21 unrotated

factors (see Tables.9 and 10). Applying a varimax rotation to these

"factors and. naming of these rotated factors resulted in seven definable

factors; These factors are named as follows: I.
,

1. Need to improve career education/gulden.

2. Need to improve student's mastery of basic and life-long living
skills-by identifying and addressing. problems preventing mastery.

3. Current programs andgoals of schools need to be redefined and
adequately evaluated to meet the needs of all grbups of students.

4. Need.to improve school climate and resources.
, 4

7. Needyo improve pre-service training programs and certification
: standards.

8. Need for...the school and its programs to address the needs of its
local community groups.

, 12. Need to address questiOns'of equity and race relations'in the
educational. process. .

,®, Three of the marker variables contributed, to the definition of the

seven.factors. jhe marker variables that contibuted are F2, F5, and F9.

.

9.

o

29

23

V



Factor 1

31 (.77)
F2 (.72)
F5 (.67)

' 36 (.65)

.

Fl .42)1

*

Table 9

Rotated: Factors
(loadings > .40)

Pennsylvania
n = 59 v =

. Fact& 2 Factor 3 Factor 4

37 (.81) 29 (.84) 9 t,04)
0 32 (.56)* 53 .74) 20 (.61)
44 (.55) 35 (.63)*- 41 (.53)*,.

34 (.55) 16 (.48)* 39 (.51)
56 (.50) 26 (.47 * F3 (.48)*
7 (.40)*-r 8 * 3 (.44)
7770,

,c,

Factor 6 Factor 7 Factory 8 Factor 9

43 (-.86) 48 (.85) 25 (.73') 33 (39)
54 (.56) F3 (.62)* 11 (.57) . 14 (.44):
1 (-.45)*. 38 (.61)* 7 (.48)* )

17 (.53) 26 (.44)*
21 (.46) 41 (.42)*
2 (.46)*

.

24

Factor.5

4 (.87)°

42 (-.52)

1 (.50)*r
55 (-50)
24 (-,44)

- Factor 10

49' (.80)

18 (.49)

Factor 11 Factor 12 Factor 13 '3 Factor 14

12 (.83) F9 (.83) 51 (.83) 501.71) * =

32 (.42)* 15 (.79) F6 (.68) F10 (.64)
52 (.78) 28 (-.49)*
40 (:44), 16 (.41)*

Factor-16 Factor 17 Factor 18

19 (.82) 30 (.86) 22 '(.77)

57 (.50) 47 (.57) .

Factor 21

. 23 (.80)
5 (.56)
2 (.47)*(

Factor 15

46 (.77) 1 .

13 (.48)

Factor 19 Factor 20

6 (.81) ' 45 (.69)
27 (.67)

1The underlined items ,were not used tq:define the factor.

* These items' loaded on more than, one factor and a decision' was made as
to which,factor it substantively loqed best.

30
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Table 10

, - .Rotated Factors:

r Eigenvalues and Proportions of Variance

..
. mr

f

Pennsylvania

Factor Eigenvalue Portion

1 9.823 .151
2 5.727 .088
3 4.253 .065
4 3.733 .057
'5 3.088 .048
6 2.547 ,1039
7 2.418 .037
8 2.353 .036
9 2.162 .033

10 1.959 .030
11 1.950 .030
12 1.847 .028

1.815 .028
1.518 .023

15 1.437 .022
1.351 .021

17 1.291 .020
18 1.275 .020

' 19 1.12,1 .017
20 1.077 .017
21- 1.063 .016

.1
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'Tennessee.- Tennessee generated.63 need statements. The factor

analysis of these statements plus the eight marker variables resulted in

23 initial factors (see Tables,11 and 12). Definition subsequent to the

varimaxrotation resulted in eight factors. The eight factors are named

as fo)lows:

Teed for schools to stress family relations and school family.4

coMMuo4ations to produce life long effects.
I

`2. Need to improve overall academic achievement of students.

6. Need for-improve funding. to provide better guidance and other
student services.

7. Need for a redefinition of education to clarify its role and
. respOnsibilities in society.

10. Need to agree upon the philosophy and evaluation of education.

14. Need.for'educators, programs, and curriculum to be more responsive
to special groups, e.g., non-English speaking groups, special
education students.

20. Need to'develop consensus among various interest groups regarding
1 educational processes.

23. Need to expand, broaden,_and_supPort all educational and service
programs.

.

Four of the eight marker variables contributed to the definition of

the eight factors. These four,variables are Fl, F2, F3, and F6.

32
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Factor.'

\,.... F3 (.83)
Fl (.74)

F6 (.69)
F5 .61 1

.57 *

8 (.50)
50 .46

63 .5
24

*

/

Fl (.41)

Factor 6

14 (.74)
56 (.54)
F2 (.53)

Factor 11

, .

Table 11

Rotated Factors
(loadings > .40)

*Factor
,2

Tenness'ee

'n =\81 v = 11

Factor 3 .

. 0

Factor 4 Factor 5

46 (.80) ' 57 (.:80) 22 (.83) 53 (.88)
-18 .74) 55.(.69)
41 4.70) 31. (.50)*
43 (.66)
44 (:48)

. i

Factor 7 Factor 8 Factor: 9 Factor 10
,

7 (.81) 3Q (.70) 511.85) 37 (.Z4)
48 (.60) 34 (.66) '5 (.67)
63 (.53)* 25 (.57) 31 (.42)*
32 (.49) 40 (?.41)*
12 (.-41)

Factor 12 -F-actor 13 Factor 14 'Factor 15

42 (.82) 13 (.71) 29 (.72) 62 (.80) 49 (.83)
33 (.63) 15 (.51) 21 (.65) 24 (.47)1*, 6 (-.5%)

26 (.42)* 23 (.49) .4 (.45)

Factor, 16 Factor,17

16 (.81)
61 (.68)

17 (.73)

40 (.50)*

.

Factor 18

28 (.76)
3 (.51)

Factor 19

45 (.85)

Factor 21' Factor 22 Factor.23

2 .84) 11 (.71) 36 (.78)
27 (:41) 58 (.60)

39 (.45)

The underlined items were not used to define the factor.

27

Factor 20

38 (.82)
35 (.61)
40 (.45)*

* These items loaded on more than one'factor and a decision was made as
to.whith factor it substantively loaded best.

P.4

O
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Table 12 ,

Rotated Factors:
Ei,genvalues and Proportiods of Variance

Tennessee

Factor EigenvalUe Portion

1

2

3

12.344
.4.725

3.912

.174

.067

.055,
4 3.546( .050
5 2:906°1 .041'
6 2:584 .036
7 2.524 .036
8 2,153 .030
9 2.080 .029 I

10 2.002 .028
11 1.898 :027/
12 1.803 .025
13 1.740 .025
14 1.570 .022
15 1.488 .021
16 1.418 .020
17 1.335 .019
18 1.292 .018
19 1.221 .017
20 1.108 .016
21 1.075 .015
22 1.037 .015
23 1.009 .014

lr

- 7
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be factdr

analyzed with the eight marker. variables.' The resulting analysis

produced 2I,factors .(see Tables 13 and 14).. After -rotation ,and

definition eight factors emerged. The eight factors are named as folleigS;

1. Need to standardize curriculum to develop basic skills in students.

3. Need to improve career education and guidance.i%

4. Need to aevefopnew instruments or utilize present ones mor e'
effectively for placing students.in.major areas.

5. Need-to improve family/school relations to create a positive
Student attitude.

6. Need to better integrate various services into the schpols to
reduce duplication' and highcost:

8. Need to upgrade training of teachers and provide adequate.
compensation for their efforts.

.

9. Need to improve and expand programs for the gifted through
increased funding and adequate, planning.

21. Need to provide special programs for all student's.

Four of the marker variables were-used in defining the factOs.

Those markers.v-ariables are Fl, P2 F3, and F5.

35
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Table 13 .1

Rotated Factors'
(loadings > .40),

Virginia°
n =91 v = 60

O

30

Factor 1 ,Fact; 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5

5 (.76) 27 (.74) 19 (.78) .30 (.75)4 Fl (.64)
44.(.72) 24 (.67) 018 .(.70)' 8 (.55) 7.F3 (.63)
50 (34) -, F2 (.70) , 10 (.51)* "37 (.47))
20 (.57) 17 (.46) 17 .(-.40) 15 .45)*.
49, .53 1 F5 (.43), *.

9 ).48 .

Factor 6

28.(.72)
16 (*.48)*

25 (.48)
F4 .46

;actor 11

22 (.85)
23 (-.421

y
Fator 16

.43 (.75)

Factor 21

/

it

Factor.,? Fact& 8 !' Factor 9 Factor 10

-v
39 (.84) 33 (.83) 4 (.77') 11 (.83)
48 (.73) 30 (.61) 2 (.71)_ 10 .,73 *

52 (.53)* 14 (.41), F5 *

1

Factor 12 Factor 13

46 (.85) 34 (.81)
51 (.44) 29 (.48)

F9 (.45)*
15 (.43)*

Factor 14

-1 (.78)

Fectoe 15

31 (.85)

Factor 17 Factor 18 Factor 19 Fact6 20'

35 (.73) 6 (40) 47 (.79) '-45 (.49)
13 (441) 38 (-.47)

4,

1The underliqOptems were not used to define the actor.

*These itemszAaded on more than one fa6toi..,and a Oe sion was made at
to whic,actor it substantively loaded best.
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Table 14

Rotated Factors:
Eienvalyes and Proportions of Variance

Virginia

T -9.999

3.656
.167

7

3 /3.225 .054 ".

4 mar' 3.036 .051
5 2.576 .043
6 2.225 .037
7 2.107 :035
8' -. 2.026 ,034
9 1.885 .031
10 1.755 .029
11

12

1.727

1.609
.029

.02
13. t. 1.493 .025
14 1:353 .023
15 1.317 .022 ...

41'6 t 1430 .023
17 1.208 .020.
18 1.118 .019
19 1.091 .018
20 1.028 .017
21 .000 .017.

1,

37

,
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West Virginia. West Virginia generated 67 need, statements. Thes/A7

statements along with the eitjht marker variables were factor analyzed and

resulted in 24 original factors (see Tables 15 and 16). The rotated

, solution resulted in 12 factors. The 12 factors are named asefollows:
t

-2. Need to teach students a sense of responsibility in general and..
regarding their school.

3. Need to improve communication between all groups involVed in the
educational process, e.g., public, teachers, administrators and
legislators.

4. Need to implement new and mondated programs with more deted
inforfilaiv and more cost

q
st effectiveness.

6. Need to develop improved communication about R & D an evaluation
results and the affected groups, e.g., teachers and schools.

7. Need for all children to be-addressed as individuals in order to
develop to their fulleit potential.

-8. Need to improve process for financing schdols.,

.10. Need to define and redefine- responsibilities and roles of various
° grbups involved in education, e.g., teachers, legislators, parents
and administrators.

13. Need to* improve status of vocational programs to encourage student
participation.

20. Need to improve teach/r preparation in order to improve student
performance and assessment.,

-.

'2: Need for improved career guidance /education prdtram.
"., !. i

.

. 23. Need to improve processes regarding information gathering and
reporting about fgrsonnel-and othee,decisions.

24. Need to improve training and evaluation of teachers and
j

lojnistrafors., , .

,r

Two markervariahles, F2 and:F, were used in defining the 12

factors. Factor 1, which accounted for the largest portion of the

variance,,approved toave no common conceptual framework and could not

- ',be defined.
.
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Factor 1

Fl.(.71)

29 (:59)
F9 (.5)
52 (.51)
66 (.50)
22 (.50)
F5 (.47)*
34 (.45)

Factor 6

.ae

Table 15 '-

.

Rotated Factors
(i.oadings > .40)

West Virginia
n :v = 75

Factor 2

31 (.70)

Factor3

1,(.72)
61 (.65) 4 .68

65 (.64) .

27 C.41)1 64 (.55)

28 (.45)

Factor 7' Factor 8'

,s

33

Factor 4

5.5 (.85)
47 (.85)
2 (.49)

10 (.42)

24 (.41)*

Factor 5

14 (.79)

34 (.56)

Factor 9 Factor 10

21 (.75)

8 (.72)
11 (.54)

37 (.73) 18 (.81)
-39 (.62) 38 '(.45)

40 (.40)1 24 ,(.41)*

37 (.86)
46 (.65)

5 (.77) .

26 (.59)
30 (.51)

L

Fact& 11 Factor 12 Factor 13 Factor 14 Factor 15

67 (.84)

Factor 16 .

(.87)-
45 (68)
.44 (.47)

50 (.82)
63(.60),
53, (.53)

.

Factor 17 Factor 18.

16 (.79)

43 (!72)

Factor 19

59 (.83)
.54 (.41)

FOctor 20

60 (.83)
F4 (.501

`33 (.85)

48 (.47)
6 (.83)
F9 (---.40)

32 (.82)

38'(.43)
,27 (.56)

20 (.55)
; .42 (.55)

Factor 21

12 (.84\
51 (.46)

Factor 22

62 (.82)

F5 (151)*
F2 (.43)*

Factor23

23 (.69)

F2 (.5+ 35 .52

13 (.54

25 (.64

22 (.44)

'Factor 24

41 (.66)
44' (.56)

Itt (.50)

49 (--.50

sof

1Underlined fi'ems were not used to define the factor..

*These Items loaded on more than one factoand a decision was made as
to which factor it substantively ToMed best.

,

3.9
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Table 16

iftotated'Factors:

Eigenv&lues and Proportions of Variance

West Virginia

.Factor Eiqenvalue Portion

,

t
I c-

34.

1

2

3

92500.

5.265
4.334

.127

.070

.058
4 3.572 .048

3.063 .041
6 2.976 .04.g
7 - 2.669 .036
8 2.605 .035
9 2.524 .034

10 2.212 29
11 1:989 .0;7,
12 1.925 .026
13 .025
111. 1.846 .025
15 1.713 .023
16 1.676 .022
.17 1.580 .021
18 1.549 .021

..01919 1.453 6

20 1.392 '.019
1:292 .0.17

-22 1.191 .016 .

23 1.102 .015
aa

24 1.053 .014.

40

111

a

Nr

a
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Summary

The results of the individud.1 state analyses indicated that marker

variables F2 and F5 (the need for effective 'career edircation/guidance and

need for, reliable and useful resources44elative to career decisions,

e.espUetimely) appeared most frequently. Marker variable F2 contribited

to defined factors-in all seven states and f5 in five states (see Table

17). Marker variables F10 (need to deal with non-formal learning) did

not load on defined factors in-any of the-seven states.

- In naming'the factors .,in kath.state the areas of caree;C,education and

school/family relatiOns were the most prevalent areas across the seven

states. This is cohsistent With the findings regarding the freqpency
, A

g

with which the maker variables loaded in.the States. 'Also; improved

teacher training-and evaluation procedures., and'improving student,
achievement, were evidenced.

o

In five of the seven states, one of-these areas emerges as the
.

initial two .defined abtors. This is notedbecause-the principal

components methbd.extracti-ftctors in order of the amount -of variance' .

. they account for in the correlation matrix.

Thus, it:appears that while the identifications of the state R &0-

4 .
, service agendas and of -the AEL programmatic-agenda were subjective irL_. .

_ . .

nature he factor.enalysis procedure usiiig "marker .variables" did--.i
--..-.) . .

,

,Pr9d4e_objectivity to-the process. The procedure employed did .'

-,
.7tubstantitte'tN: AEL decition to direct staff effort-and fiscal support

in two R VCiarpat' (Career Oeyelopment/Lifelong Learning and

-5chObliFatnily Relations).', Basic Skills research, .while originally listed

.as an important area in all seven states, did not surface as a common

Is,

e 0

41I

A
t
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factor across the.seven states. However, basic skills' related-items did

surface in such factors as, "Need to improve student's mastery of basic

and lifelong living skills by identifying and addressing problems

preventing mastery."

Similarly, the analytfca procedure also substantiated-the topic

areas identified through a content analyses during the development of

individual, state's educational R & D agenda. '

41.

42,
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Table 17

Marker Variable Contributions to
Definition'of Factors

37

of
AL,

Fl
address educa-
tional concerns ,

of handicapped
children (5)

KY OH PA 'TN VA` WV

DNC*
address social
problems of
students (1)

.DNC
stress school/

family
relations/

communications
(1)9

improve family/
school relations
(5)

DNC

F2 *prove counsel-
ing and curricu-

lum in career and
vocational edu-
cation (1)

need effective
career and
vocational

guidance/edu-
cation (14)

improve career
and vocational

education and
counseling (2)

improve
career edu-
cation/ °
guidance (1)

improved fund-
ing for better
guidance and
services (6)

improve career
education and
guidance (3)

improve
career edu-
catipn/
guidante (22

F3 parent involve-
ment in-sthools
(4)

DNC
improve school/
community
relations (3)

'DNC
stress school/
family
relations/

communications
(1)

improve family/
school elations DNC.

F4

DNC
community input
into non-tradi.

programs (15)

address social
problems,of
students (1)

DNC DNC DNC DNC

F5 improve Ousel-
ing .andcurricu-

lum in career and
vocational edu,
cation 11)

DNC
improve career

and vocational
, education and

counseling (2)

4mprove

career' edu-

cation/
guidance (1),

F6 parent involve-
ment in schools
(4)

community input
into non7tradi.

programs (15)-
DNC DNC

DNC
improve career.

educa.tion and

guidance (3)

improve
career
education/
guidance (22

A

stress schoOl/
family
relations/

communications
(1)

DNC DNC

F9 'address sex-

equity issues
in schools (6)

address eqdity
concerns in
schools (1)

DNC
address equity
and 'race

relation con-
cerns (12)

DNC,

F10 DNC [Ric DNC DNC

$

*DNS -11 did not contribute to the definition of any factor

DNC

DNC DNC

DNC DNC,

.43
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* * * NOTICE *-* *

The reader is hereby cautioned about the factual accuracy

of the following statements of need. .These statements--1-presented

in a "what is--what is preferred"format) were generated by

participants at a state conference. The statements are the

pioduct of a group of people convened for the purpose of identi

fying educational needs. However, the procedures utilized in

fthis process did not provide for checking the factual accuracy '

of the °what is" statements; the "what is" statements reflect

the perceptions of conference participants rather than documented

facts. The factual accuracy of thesemiltatements-cannot be

attested to by the State D6partment of Education, the Appalachia

Educational Laboratory, or ithe'National Institute of Education,

and no official endorsement of these statements is implied nor

shOuld such endorsement be inferred.

k ° KEY
Ae

State A: West Virginia
State B: Virginia

' State C: Tennessee-
State D: Pennsylvania
State E: Ohio
State F: Kentucky
State Alabama

A.
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AEL Need Statements
NS No. 101

What is: Many single parents have the 'cull responsibility. for theirchildren and do not have anyone to turn- to for support. Some .of theirproblems are: (1) worry that their child is not in contact with an. adult of the opposite sex; 2) helping the child deal with death ordivorce; (3) lack of education or training that will lead to a betterjob; and (4) not knowing even where to seek information.

A

What.is preferred: That all parents should receive emotional and moral
support;Jespecially single parents should'have help.' Information aboutadult training, education and job improvement should be available to

adults, especially single parents who have not previouslysupportedatfamily.

A

NS No. 102

.5

whit is: Prenatal care is one of the most important services effectingthe health of the child and the mother. _In Appalachia 50% of motherswait until late in their pregnancy,,..to.receive prenatal care., As aresult, early infant death remains very high. Health education should-focus, more on "prevention" and on people's own responsibility for
their health. Mord "prevention" could help with,problems such as (r)teenage, drinking_(which%is related to mental retardation. in infantsborn to drinking mothers); (2) drug abuse; and (3) childhood deaths fromaccidents and suicide. b ,

what is preferred: That education is needed to teach Appalachian women theimportance of early prenatal care and how to.get it. Also needed is acurriculum that focuses on "preventive' health" education. It shouldinclude training to be responsible for one's own health. It shouldprovide information on prenatal care, drug effects and abuse, accident
prevention, etc. ).

Amp

NS Ne-41n3

what is: Many parents recognize a need and express a desire to learn moreabout child-rearing. They want to discuss 'common prOblems with otherparents.. They have many questions but do not know what services or pro-,grams are available to their families. Some major kinds'of,parents'
interests include:, s(1) child development (including emotional develop-ment, what to expect at different ages:, heyw po handle various stages);
(2) concerns about helping their child in schopl, how their child
compareg\with others, etc.; (3) gpneral interest doing a good job orr .

. a better /job of being a parent.'
What is preferred: That many choices of , services should be available toparents whb seek information about-child-rearing. Information about. programs and services for families needs to be (1) collected and keptup to date;- (2) widely distributqd; and 1,31 made readily available toparents. They also need instruction in,how to usetsuch' information. he.instFudtion is needed aspart of the school' curriculum and then as ojoingeducation throUgh television, printed materials, special classes, et'parents' needs and desires should be inclUded when making. plans. Programsto help parents should be careful not towaken arents' self confidence.



NS No 1404

4

what is Current "family life education" and curriculunl,for school agenirits are based on untested ideas of what children of different
ages may be ready to learn through' (1) classroom instruction and (2)direct experience: Without proper education, teenage pregnancy isviewed as a "status symbol" by some girls in the schools. Over 20%of all American births are to girls. younger thOr 19.

What is preferred: That studies should test (1) what children of differentages are ready to learn and (2) ;by what instructional methods theymight best learn the attitudes and skills needed to take care of babiesand yOung children. A research based curriculum is needed for gradesK-12. It should deal with all areas of
.
family life and-tre-tespon-sibilities of parenthood.

NS No. 1016

what is: Universities and state and federal agenciet have invested much.preparing curriculum materials. These include TV, film and. ptintedmaterials to promote effective parenting practices. It is generallyassumed that this is an efficient method of helping parents.

What is.preferred: That studies should be made that find out whetherthese materials are useful and meet the needs of parents. These
, materials need to be compared with other methods which depend more ondirect person-to-person contacts through families, churches; orcommunity programs.

NS No. 106

What, is: Since 1975, mere than 700
,each year for may reasons. Many
Vheir children 1A-come teenagers.

-'are lacking for teenagers, as wel

,000 childrenhave run away from home
parents express a need for help when
They feel that programs.arld services
1 as for their parents.

What is preferred: That the teen years should be recognized as ,an ageperiod with special challenges for children and parents. There is a.
. need for special programs to help children and parents during thistime of life.

7
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4

4
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NS No. 107

What is:- Appalachian children have about twice as many handicaps as
other children in the United States. Many of these handicaps are not
recognized early and so the parents and children do not receive medical
and educational services. It'is very expensiVe to provide the needed
special education services to theqle handicapped children in rural
areas of the gion.

What is preferred: That early checking and testing should be used to find
handicaps. That medical and educational services should be offered
for parents and children. Education should not attempt to "go it
alone" in special'educational efforts in rural areas. "Model programs"
that provide comprehensive services should be identified. Their
methods should be shoWn and taught to other-programs.

NS No. 108

What is: Many parents express dissatisfaction with their children't
schools. Some parents are concerned that the teachers "are not
interested," or "don't set good examples." Others say'they want
specific programs or services not now available in the schools, such. as
Tedical'agtention, before and after school chilld care, counseling; etc.
Many pardhts are concerned about their children's progress but feel.
unable to work cooperatively with the schools. They als6 often find
it impossible to fit school meetings into their busy schedules.

What it preferred :, That ways need to be. developed to help parents feel
good about their children's schools. That schools and othet organi-
kations serving families should make special,efforts-tp meet the'needsof parents.

,\
*

NS ,No. 109

What is: Extremely practical methods have been foundtfor involving.
,

parents in preschool programs. These methods help preschool Children
learn more., But at the elementary-and secondary levels, there, has beqn
much less success at involving parents. Thus, it seems easier to involve
parents' of younher children. Many see this as resulting from attitudes
that teachers haVe tow*d parents helping with their children's-schOol,
'learning.

,What is preferred: That better 'methods are needed for involving the
parents of children at all' grade levelsin their children'slearning. .

The use of new methods may require that school personnel change
attitudes toward parents: It may also be necessary to develop new

.methods for increasing parents' interest and involvemerit in school.

.4
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What is: The number of working mothers in the Appalachian region isequal to the national Average and is increasing. pespite this fact,a variety of comprehensive child care services, including opportuni-ties for trained persons to work directly withparents and children,is not widely available in the region. As a consequence, viubstantial.
number of children in Appalachia spend long, unsupervised periods athome

,:.: -
.

What is preferred: That schools, school boards, ,administrators, employers,and others be encouraged, through provisions of research findings andtechnical help, to provide more ."comprehensive" child care services. '

NS No. 111

What is: Schools that have programs to educate parents.ind involvethem intheir children's learning often do an inadequate job ofevaluating the effectt of.those programs and measuring public supportfor them.'.

2_

What is preferred: That schools evaluate more systematically the
su6Cesses, failures, and effects of their parent educatioi programsso that they can better justify them and plan for their .futureimprovement:

,Na No. 112
0

7

,

children with school work, encoliraging, them to complete school, andhelping, hem make satisfying career choices:.

What is:_., Because many parents
rural areas; are illiterate,
'children With.school work or
of !successful learning.

's

and grandparents, particularly those in
they find it difficult to-help their
to prmiide them with positive examples

, te
,What: is preferred : That programs be, developed to help parentg .and otherolder adults, particularly thRse in rural areas, improve their own

education, thereby enabling ttiem to be more effective in assisting

r
49
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° Wh t is: Even though many women in rural settings are frustrated,

one1y, and unable to see ways of changing their Current situations,
little attention is paid by either rural educators'or supporters ofwomen's education to the specific needs of those women.

k., 4 .

What is preferred: That greeter attention be directed to identifyingand meeting the educational nrs of women in rural settings.

NS No. 114

. firWhat is:, Many school districts in the Appalachian region report that7itiOents' test scores in reading and mathematics are belownational averages. \

0

o°
4; ?- 'V '°.What- is preferred: That stratWes bedevel ed 'td bring

scores-up'to naticinl aydrages:
.-,

C

,i-, .

NS No. 115

9

r
..7

`No

NI °
9.r °

' $ '%
What is: Many teachers lack bboth'the skills"aWthe bimethat are

. necessary to involve parents effectively in regulaTiClessrooms, ipHead Start programs; and _in other, special pnogrim." For-indltnce,the procedures for, conferring with parents t,vdev-...,, "IndlyiduelEdUcational Programs" (4P's) for handicapped chi-/ en :are not clearto all teachers, and many claim that these conferences care very timeconsuming and that they substantially reduce the teaching time
available for all Children.

What pis preferred: That teachers increase theiikabili.ty to involvepants effectively in the edutation of their children, and, simul--t ously,.that more efficient procedures be developed for doing this,s Oat contact time with students is not substantially reduced.

t

test ak.
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What is preferred: That strategies be eveloped for helping teenagers
in rural areas develop more fully sir social and interpersonal
'skills, e.g., increasing the sensitivity Of rural educators to this
particular need and'then providing mode opportunities for children
who live in rural areas to participate fully in school activities
and social events before, during, and after regular school hours.

NS No. 116

what is: Teenagers,in rural areas often have few social contacts and
so they tend to feel socially inferipz to their peers who save grown
up in lest rural settings. As \\a consequence, they are often less
well prepared to participate f lly in the broader society when they
finish school- and become adults

*51
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No. n.
What is: Many Students are not taking full advantage of the educational*aiirrEaining cippoitunities available ankare making inappropriatedecisions because, they do not have an uncle-I-standing of theirinterests, aptitudes, and values, or do not have hn adequate Under-standing.of the world of work.

Whir es preferred: biat students be provided experiences to develop anunderstanding of: themselves, .the worldlof work, and educationalopportunities, and to develop career exploration and decision-makingskills.

1. 4.

NS No. 121

O

What is: Appalachian students are being placed at a disadvantage dueto the slow rate of.sadoption of career guidance programs and products.which have demonstrated effectiveness - through educational researchand development.

what is preferred:. That improved strategies be developed for reducingthe lag time between the development of effective career guidanceprograms and the access of students to those programs.

-"N

NS No. 122
O

-what is: opportunities
and resources within the community are rIcvtbeing.adequately used by schools to enrich classroom leirning,,to providestudents_with first hand experiences to understand the world of work,or to facilitate the process,-of career exploration for individual ,students.

What is preferred: That methods and procedures be developed to. helpstudents, teachers, dnd guidance staff identify and more-fully.utilize community resources and opportunities.

.*

MP
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What is: Many counselors, teachers, and school administrators areunprepared for their respective roles in comprehensive careereducation and guidance programs because there are few effective
.preservice and-in-service programs available to help them acquire
the requisite knowledge and skills.

What is preferred: That ways be devised to improve the availability andeffectiveness. of career education and guidance preservice and in-service training for counselors, teachers, and school administrators.

4

NS No. 124

4,
What is: Many students are prevented from reaching their full potentialbecause of limitations imposed by their attitudes and 'values regardingthemselves and what they feel is appropriate based on their sex,age, race,, and physical characteristics.

What is preferred: That students become more aware of how their,ielf
concepts and attitudes can affect their educational and careerdevelopment.

1

3

NS No. 125

What is: Many students are turned off by education which they view
. .as irrelevant in terms'of their present experience and future needs.'They feel they have little or no control over what happens to themin school and see no relatjdnship between education andtheir occu:'pational futures.

.

c
-.What is zreferred:' That ways be devised to' increase students' awarenessof the personal relevance of education and to stimulate greater student

, respasibility,and initiative for their own leaning and career,development. ,

t!I .V '
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ro

What students do not understand the career implications of theeducational decisions they 'must make when they enter high school.,This frequently results in less effective use of the educational
opportunities available during high school and increased concern byparents reganding the lack of direction in their children'seducational and career development:

What is preferred: That children in eleMentary and jun or high/middleschool develop a. foundation for'understanding the v riety of edu,...cational opportunities open to them; the career pos abilities to whichthey can lead; and the relationship of education', citizenship, andcareer-development,to their lives.
.44

*NS No. 127

What is: Guidance staff are more responsive to incidental problem situa-tions within schools than they are to the broad 'educational and careerdevelopment requirements of all students. As a consequence, guidanceprograms arei frequently limited in scope and fragmented.. These pro-srams are not effective'in hdlping students build the competenciesneeded for educational and career planning in advance of decisionsstudehts must make in school.

What is preferred: That guidance programs begeared to the educational'arid career development requirements:of all students and be organized interms of curriculum _appropriate for- eacE-Tevel of education withdefinite objectives, learning experiences, and materials,.

NS r. _la._

What is: A major segment of the adult population is<exlperieneing jobdissatisfaction, unemployment, underemployment, or has edesire for'change. Adult and continuing education is doing little to provide thecareer guidance. they need 'to make meaningful transitions.-

What is preferred: That adult and continuing education provides for the_career needs of adults and that research and development focus uponservices, materials, and programs needed to assist them in theirtransition.

4-

I.



1M No. 229 .

What ii: Abrupt retirement causes many, individuals to lose a sense of.
TWose and to suffer-' from'lonelinest and boredom which in many
cases result in withdrawal, alcoholism, or suicides. Education is
doing little to Prepare people for the traumatic change.

A
What is preferred: That education, should provide preretirement and pdst-
retirement.career gUidahce services to help individuals plan and

° implement a tuccessful transition from active'employment to the
retirement phase of their career.

0.

3

NS No. 130

What is: Schoolt are finding it difficult to comply with federal
legislation mandating that special student pOPulations, such as the

. handicapped and gifted, receive appropriate career education and
guidance.' Because of,the limited. materials and,rprograms designed
for their ,use, special students are denied .the opportunity f8
become active and informed participants in planning their careers.

What is
availab
guidan

r- erred: That materials and programs' be developed and made
e to meet the unique and diverse career'edbcation And
needs of special student groups.'

NS No. 131

What is,: Students are forced to make impoit
plans and decisions with local', state, and
information and projections 'that are eithe
that cannot be used. yocational educators
are _at a similir disadvantage in -using thi
curriculum ,planning.

Whet. preferred: That ways be devised to make adequate local, state,
4 and national employment information and projections available tO

1 students and educators in'a foim that facilitates appropriate use.

ant education and career
national employment

t incomplete or in'a form
And other school "staff
s type of information for

4

4
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NS No. 140 ,

What is: "Do-it-yourself" books are available from nearly every publisheron nearly every subject for nearly every kind of personal problem
or human condition; arid yet, we have neither criteria for evaluating"
the merits of these various kooks nor empirical data on the degree
to which specific bookswmeet these criteria.- .

What is referred: That there bepr a set of criteria for evaluating, the
many different "do-it-yourself" books and specific.evidence or
documentation on how well particular bookbmeet those criteria.

NS No. 141

What-is: Even though from 60-130 percent'of all adult learning Occurs
TrTIion-school, non-business, non-formai settings, we have very littleempirical data -- either descriptive or.evaluative -- about thislearning. As one consequence of this lacktof"data, these kinds ofcontinuing education experiences tend to have limited credibilityamong -professional educators.

What is preferred: That learning that occurs in these kinds of non-school,:now-business, non-formal settings be carefully researched and docu-ment d ih terms of-objectives, methods, resources, outcomes, and,mately, utility for learners.,

Ns No. 142
4

what Jo: To a considerable degree, the- curriculum
in continue to be oriented preddminantly
example4 they are-dominated by male stereotypes
'geared to, theclarning maturation rates of boys;
i§nore the educational needs of women and girls,
residing in rural area's.

V.

2

and materials used
to males. For
they are generally
and they tend to.
paitiOularly those .

what is prekerred: ,That -the curriculum and materials used in schoolstreat eqiiitably theperceptions,,needs, and aspirations of boys andgirls.



NS No. 143

What is: Some teachers seem to be unaware of or insensitive to the
-"Fa=na effects of sex role stereotypingin their classrooms. For
example, they tend to'focus on;the behaviors of male students and
to reinfotce those behaviors differently than they do the behaviors
of female students; they are sometimes unable. to identify sexist
curricular materials or their own sexist teacher 'behaviors; and they
are often unaware of the bahnfUlt limiting effects of sex stereo-
typing on ,b6th pale and female students.

What is preferred: That teachers increase their- kno'wledge of and
-sensitivity to.the harmful effects ,of sex role stereotyping in their
own classrooms.

NS "No. 164

What,is: Basic skills -- "the 3-11's" are given primary attention
t ese days -by most board members, in 'school districts and by most
'chief state school officers.

4,

. What is preferred: That basic skills be viewed in the context of other
coping, adaptive, and functional skills that are essential .to
Ceffective. living 'and working. -

__-

. ,. .

NS No. 145-

es

, What is For inost students, whether 'inHgrade school, high school,
or college, 'formal education tends to be cl'a'ssroom-baped, and
academic credit tends to be awarded only upon ,completion of traditional
curricular offerings., One contequence of this is that students,who
cannot succeed' -in a traditional classroom setting -- ,students who are
often disadvantaged; disaffectedor representative. of minority
,cultures become "drop-louts" ''Or'6"'push-outs" ffom school.

4

\What is preferred: That the concept of "formal education" be broadened to
include exeriential learning alternatives outside the classroom,
providing for the awatrding. of academic credit ,for such learning. in
the community or in other less formal educational settings.

.57 .1



NS No. 146

What is: Schools, industries, businesses, labor organizations, and
governmental agencies all tend to go their ownlway,in designing and
implementing educational and training' programs for children-and
young adults.

-What is preferred: That there be considerably more communication andcollaboration among these various interest groups with respect tothe, education and training of children and young adults.

3

NS No. -147

what is: Career education fails to reach its full' potential with allstudents.' It is frequently so infused into traditional curriculumthat information about careers $ecomes distilled tomeaninglesstrivia and students are unable to see relationships-between their
' educational coursework and pbssible future. work roles. /Moreover,career decision-making with the help of a school counselor tends to
ini.rolveprimarily those students that are college bound.

. what;ispeferred: That career education be ...integrated prominently and'meaningfully in all educational offerihgs and that all students havean opportunity to engige,continuouslY in career decition-Making,
problem-sblving, and inquiry, with the aid of teachers, counselors,peert, and working, adults outside the school.

;

0

No. 148

4 ,

What is: The constraints on successfully inOvidualizihg instruction areconsiderable: -It'is thought to be time consuming and difficult to do'An-fight of current clats loadg, time constraints, and physicallimitations; teachers are'not always certain what instructional contentcan best be individualiied; and mangy' teachers, partithilarly those-in
special education,' have trouble conceptualizing and implementing programs
of,ihdividualized instruction that are compreheniive, relevant to stu-dents' current and'iuture. needs, ,and focused more on skill development-than on mastery of traditidhal content.

. - ..00.00wWhit is preferred: That ways be .devised to-reduce, eliminate,' or copesuccessfully with some of these. Constraints on successful
individualizatiOnof inst uction.°

.

. ,
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NS No.' 149

What-is: The educational programs provided for many students who-are
Wgratirantaged, disaffected, or representative of minority°groups
are not -based.on the particular needs, interests, abilities, and
temperaments of those sttdents; the programs tend to be influenced
more by administrative or'curricular dictates than by perceived
student needs; and, as a consequence, the programs often, fail to
prepare those students for future education and/or sicce4ful
employment'

1

What is preferred: That renewed attention be- given to designing and
provicling.imprpved educational programs for those stlidents who are
4sadvantaged, disaffected, or representative.of minority groups.

NS No. 150

What-is: Under traditional educational norms, students are generally q,

expected in the teaching-learning process to be passive recipients
df established knowledge. Self-initiated problemsolving is usually ---

discouraged. Instructional goals, objectives, and methods are
typically determined unilaterally by, teachers and administrators.
Memorization is the predominant learning mode, and teachers are generally
considered to.ke the authorities who are best able to.identify and

Itransmit the information that students should learn.

What- is preferred: That an alternative set of norms be encouriged--
nvms that, allow for greater involvement of students in curriculum
development; that treat teachers more as facilitators.and coordin-
ators of student learning than as, directors of it; and that encourage
studehts to be self-directed, to develop prol4pm-solving and inquiry
\skills early in their education, and to seek dut learning activities
that are,experiential.and "hands-on."

.

",
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.State A Need St atements
. p

' . r
.

.' .1 What is: There are" inadequate chahnels for communication
between teacheri and administrators.

What is preferred: That methods be devised tp enhance this
communication.

, ,' r?

r
2 What'is: School transbortaiOn costs are increasing rapidly.-

,

What is preferred: That more efficient school transportation
systems be developed and used. . \

. .
.3: What is: School facilities are currently used primarily

Tor EOUcational purposes with children dviing daylight
.hpurs.

. .
. . .-

more
What is preferred: That schools beconsidered to be a more
integral ,part of the community and thatPthey be used for a varietyof community purposes, e.g., by community organizations and
citizen groups, for special evening and summer programs, etc.

-.
:-.

4 What is: Community resources are not adequately used in
most educational programs, nor is comMrunity education
adeqUately funded in most sthoollaistricts.

,what is preferred:' That there be increased recognitionin terms
..e .

of both funding and use--that "f6ur Walls do not a classroom make."

5 What is: Local.school agencies and their officials are
continually losing control okieducitional deciSiobs; more.
and more decisions are made it.a state level; legislatures
'mandate new laws that must be Complied t4ith immediately;.
school'law is becoming incK.easingly complex as the courts
render each new decision; arid both `the federal government
and "pressure groups" of various kindi attempt to influence
local educational deciion-making.

0 - ,

'Whlt is preferred: That ways be faundolp-t4e midst of all this
tc2 preserve at least shared controlof educational` decisions at
.a lotal level, increase clarity inthe laws and regulations,' and
develop better methods of keeping local citizens involved in

,
educational decision-makin,. .- PP

.
,

,

s. .
,,. 6 Whatis: For many teachers tod9.17theix self-esteem is loW,,

their-attitudes toward teaching are ragtive, and their
morale is poor. One consequetice 'of e conditions is
that teacher absenteeism is bx/'-thp increase.;

. _
What is preferred: That programs, incentives, and conditions be
changed and/or developed to -increae the self-esteem and morale of
tea rs, and thereby poten4aily reduce teacher absenteeism.

O

ti
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7 What is: Communication.between schools and the public is
limited, e.g., the public has not been adequately inforMed
about the "three...,track educational program" adopted by.the
state; 'parents and citizens are unaware'of vocational
training programs; and sometimes educators. share only
problems and not successes in school.

.
. ,What is preferred: That increased and improved communication'

,-occyr between schools and their communities, as yell as between
schools and institutions-of higher education..

8 What is: There is limited communication and coordination
iTrai.77ederal, state, and lOarsagenciesIblirectly or
indirectly involved in education, e.g., betWeen vocationalschools and community colleges, between research and develop-ment units an state/local educational agencies, between
special education residential centers and local school
systems. As a result, educational; groups disagree'on
legislative needs; data collection and dissemination are
fragmented; and adVersary relationships develop.

Whit is, preferred:. That ways be developed to enhance communica-
tion:, coordination, and cooperation among these various educa- -

tional agencies, e.g.,'developmentiof synthesis studies, regional
eXchapges,iand clearinghouses.

",

9 i what
,

is: The'school calendar'is presently too restrictive
in termssof its beginning, ending, and snow day-regulations.

What is 'preferred: That` the' calendar be'legg restrictive.

10 What is: Under current1guidelines, there is too much
wastenmost hot 4anch programs.

;.
What is preferred: That less wasteful lunch programs be .deviscid.

U What is: The evaluation of professional personnel - teachers.
administration and service personnel--is currently limited

34- and generally ineffective..

What is preferred: That improved performance evaluation systems,(and -'the tools they require) bedevised, adopted and utilized;
that the,time,provided for staff evaluation and the training
required for` those who do it be increased; and that better rise
be Made,'of .the .whole process, .per,haps even to the point of .basing

. teacher compensation .on quality-of performance.

12 What is: There is too little attention given to guidance
and counseling at the elementary sbhool level. '

What is. preferred: That guidance and counseling become an
integral part of all elementary s pool programs, ideally to thepoint of having_oneicounselor in every elementary school.

4
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13 What is: CounSelors typically have.heavy base loads and
many administrative/clerical duties: I.

'..
.,..

. ,-. .What is preferred: That their duties be 'clarified and assistancebe provided for their more clerical tasks. tr,

.
.. ,14 What is: In many schools, stude t support services (guid-

ance, attendance, testing; and ft alth) tend to be fragmentedand crisis-oriented.
.

,:. .
f,

What is. preferred: That these support-setvipes be more develop-mental and preventive in nature.
)

15 What is: Xany school buildings have been poorly-designed
-

g.TERTFJCturilly, thelvare" old and dilapidated, and/or theyare not energy efficient.
t

What is preferred: That efforts be made.to substantiallyremodel or,renovate existing buildings, construct new ones, andmake all schools more energy' efficient.

16 What is: i>riyate schools receive little financial supportYFRT.Fie.state and they are not expected to meet state
criteria comparable to those for public schools.'

What is preferred: That comparable criteria be adopt
private schools' and that, perhitps as a, consevence, th receive. more financial aid from state sources.

17 -What is: The artificial geographic Boundaries between'
counties, cities, school districts, etc: tend to be-Ye tritive, provincial, and inhibiting,of programs.

What is referred: That these boundaries be modified or, ifthat is not possible, that there, be better coordination acrossthem.

..A.---."

18 What Is: Current systems for financing schools are inadequate;.!,

funds limited and those that are available are4not
always appropriately invested.

.
.

.

. ,

. .,What is'pceferred: That current sources of, revenue, systems,/ for all allocating those revenues, and procedures,for investingexisting resources be at least reviewed, if not modified. .

1 'What is: Auxiliary support services for teachers are .limited and they often do not'have input regarding theiraccess or use, e.g:, materials ar6 scarce and regimtntedi
tutorial programs are not available for all, students: and
aides, counselors, parent's, and community volunteers are.few in number. .

$
.--. \ .. , - . . , . %%

.What is preferred:% That more auxillary.support services beavAilable:to teachers. ,a

t '

v.

*

O
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20 What is: Achievement test scores appear to be declining
-a-g-iTUaents move from grade to grade.

.
.

:
IWhat is preferred: That this trend be arrested andereversed.

, .

21, What is: Research and development are not systematically,
practiced in education, nor are the resulting data
systematically used-by'schools'nd colleges, e.g., needs
assessments are typically conducted in terms of perceived
needs and by verbal interaction 'among educators rather
than on the basis -of "hard data;"and most planning is not
based on the,.results of research and development.

What is preferred: That more systematic. programs of research
and development be developed'and that their results be used,

systematically in needs assessment and planning.

22 -What is: Systems for collecting, analyzing, and reporting
evaluative or performance data about both programs and

/.1en-lts are essentially nonexistent in schools.

What is preferred: That such systems, including perhaps those
capable of cost-benefit analysis, be deVeloped and'used.

23 What is: For.Many educational problems today, we lack
important.infdrRation needed to solve those problems, e:g.,
we don't 'really know why some students fail andothers
succeed; we donvt really know the "why' k" behind student
absenteeism; we don't know what the altecnatives are for
financing'schools; we don't know which curricula work and /
which dd'not; and we don't know-if career. education would ',
be more successful if begun in the elementary grades. .

What is preferred: That we engage in more systematic investi-,
gation addressed tokthege kinds of issues and questions.

24 What. is: In education we tend to adopt changes without,
first investigating thoroughly' the costs and:benefits of

those changes, e.g., the state adopts the -"three track.
educational'program" without first vali dating it; the
possibility of competericy testing'appears imminent, yet
data appear to_be lacking to justify that decision; and
itTe support re4ional-edupationAlaboratokies withollt
knOwing how "produdtive" they. are.

,

That is preferred: ..That we investigate more thoroughly the
costs and benefits of our decision's before we make them, 8.nclud-
ing perhaps careful field-tegting and, budgetary analysis'of the
implications of those decisions and bha'nges.

(

e

A
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25 'What is: The criteria for selectinvadministratoks are no(
always clear and justifiable, e.g., the qualifications to
to be a superintendent are limited to a degree in education;
and building principals are not always chosen because of
their administrative and instructional abilities.

What isqareferred: That the criteria used to select administra-
tors be studied jand, that consideration be given to broadening
those criteria, training, ability, work in other dis-r
ciplines, etc.

26 What is: Building principals seem no longer to,be educators,.
Eti-7--nore and more "managers" whose primary responsibilities
are limited to budgeting, personnel, school plait, etc.
Their, responsibilities as instructional leaders are .'
negligible.

What is preferred: That p4incipals should be 'expected to be
instructional leaderspand that their training should be ,rbaderin scope than it now is, including,)for instance, work Whuman
relations, leadership, and curriculum.

27 *That is: Standards for promotion and grattidowe not
always applied equally. /

1,20'
What is preferred: That:these standards be...applied consistently
throughput the state.

28 What is: Both pkeservice and inservice education for both /41:
schbol board members and adminiseiators are,inadequate,
e.g., board membersare not always awarp,of 'their approp iate
roles in policy-making and policy-administering; neithe
board members nor administratois'are skilled in dealing
with political pressure groups; building-level arnl_ditri
level administrators are rarely trained in conflicts
resolution--whether involving teachers, students, parents,
or other administrators; and administrators are often.
.unfamiliar .with current federal and state' laws and regulaLio s.

What is preferred: That preservibe and inservice'education for
both board members and adminittrators be improved and encouraged.

29- What is: 'There are relatively few female secon school.FilriCIFals And districeguperintendents.

What is preferred:' That more feMales be employed in administra-
tive positions in education.

14

4
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. 30 What is: Teachers do not redive-enough support from
a-EWE-parents or administrators for their classroom control
or discipline activities. ;Jack of support maybe reflected
in poor student attendance rates, high school dropouts, or
widespread and. expensive school vandalism.

What is'prefer d: That'efforts be made to help teachers gain
parent and admin trator support and community involvement indeveloping and'imp menting discipline programs that are preventive

4
and.positive in nature.

a - ( i

31 What is: To many students are driving their automobiles ,

to and from Tchool.
.

>What is pi?ferred: That students share rides and thus reduce useof personal-cars for school transportation.

-32 What is Extra-curricular activities are not encouraged
currently, and financial support is often lacking or un-
fairlfdistributed. Therefore, student potential isnot
adequately realized. .

r
'

What is preferred: That such activities receive greter emphasis
and-that funding be distributed on the basis of need and legitimacy.

a33 What is: 'Competitive athletics are highly emphasized at
the elementary and junior high level.

What is preferred: That competitive athletics receive less
emphasis,and intramural athletic activities receive more emphasis.

34 What is: Parents, 'students, and educators are generally not
well informed,with respect to health care, e.g., they do not
realize the importance of early .pre-natal care and preventive
health practices; they aw Unaware-of !self-care" skills;
they don't always knovehth7, when, and where to use health
care facilities,,, etc.

. What is preferred: That health education programs be dev5loped
to increase the awareness and knowledge of all concerned.

35 What is: Most school districts do not have comprehensive
student testing systems and sp cannot prepare diagnostic
profiles on students prior to enrollment' or conduct continu-
ing evaluation as those, students progress` through school.
Moreover, the districts are unable to identify, quickly those,
stUdents who have special needs; e.g., slow readers and'
leatnersthOse Children who are gifted, pre-schoolers who
are handicapped (especially the hearing and visually impaired),

-and others who !red special attention,

What is preferred: That districts develop more effectivepro-
cedures for diagnosing ,and continually monitoring the needs,
Performance,' and deyelopment of students.

65
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36 What is: There is-little agreement among both educators andthe general public on the goals, objectivei, and prioritiesof education. Rather, there are conflicting expectations
from various segments of society; some stress job/prepara-tion while others stress academic e cellence; and educ onalgoals are fragmented and diverse rat er than united afocused.

,

what is preferred: That there-be greater agreement among allinvolved regarding "the purposes and aims f education.
.

37 What is: Recent legislation tends_to ocus attention onexceptionalities, e.g., the Special Ed ation legislation(public Law .94-142).

What is-preferred: That all children, nlot jus thoge with"exceptional needs," be treated as individuals with their own'unique learning stiles and needs.

38 What is: 4.cross the counties of the state, there areextreme inequities in educational resources and facilities,
equipmenand supplies.

What is preferred: That these:inequities-be reduced .such thatall children, whether rich or poor, rural or 'urban, have equaleducational opportunities.

39 What is: The ratio of students,ito teachers is typically,30 t6 1. As a result, classrooms are often overcrowded
.and instruction suffers. .

a

What is preferred: That the-ratio of students to teachers be,smaller, more like -25 to 1/-01. even 20 to 1.

.40. What is Many students seem to lack the kind of drive;goals, motivation, and willingness to accept responsibili-ties that wed like them to have.

What is preferred: That ways be:devised to change this apparentcondifton, e.g., by involving them mor,e.insetting their owngoals and identifying their own.areas qf-Commitment; '.

.
#4, '-41 What is: There is no clear agreemeton:the entry shillsrequined for effective teaching. Perhaps as a consequence,those who pr;loare teachers can'provide little, informationabout the competencieS:of their graduates.on the jOb.

What is preferred: That a greater effort be made'both toidentify,* the minimal competencies required of all teacheks and.rto assess those competencies among graduates of teacher educa- wtion programs.

31('

0

0

0

0

O
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42 What is: Teachers in this state are not adequately preparedto teach today's students', e:g., many do not understand
.

,and-appreciate the diversity of, Appalachian culture; many
others are unable to engage:in constructive dialogue about
race relatione--dialogue that reduces strain and tension
and ensures Stability.

What is
*

preferredr That teachers be better prepared to dealwith the demands o# today's students, the diversity of`Appa achia,
and the challenges of effectiVe rade---relations..

43 What is: Teacher communication with thelegislature about.
improved salaries has not been very effective; salary
classifications for vocation ucators are inconsistent
and unionization does not gu raatee higher ,pay.

What is preferred: That teachers make'better salary request
jpresentations before legislators, develop a better understanding
of the role 'of unions, and secure 'a plan which provides state-
wide consistency for work experience.

44 'What is: The preparation of teachers and administrators
EYEeTie-nds with their receiving certification.

A-8

O

"What is preferred: That all professional educators--teachers,
counselors, administrators, etc.--be involved in continuing,
insermice education; education that is regular, job-relatecL
relevant to individual needs, easily accessible locally (4v.en -'to r/

4

ural areas) and adequately compensated.

4, 45 What i ,Many ytregulai classroom teachers'arb not well pre-..,

/pared to. deal with exceptional .children who Piave been "main,
streamed",into their classrooms; the teachers do not always
understand .why, and they ,do not al Ways. knag 'how toi- work r
'effectively with the exceptional children. I.
.0 .

._
' ..., #"What is preferred: That a1-"l teachers receive adequate prepare-

tiortand continuing training for dealing effectively with
,,exCeptional_children who have been "m#instreamed" into their

*classrooms.
.

46 What is: institutions involvedin the preparation of
, teachereoperate under anumber of constraints,e.g.,-they
-are limited in 41exibility by structured system require-....,
ments; the State standardi for teacher edUcation requiremajor program reviews`every five,yearsi, they are severelylimited tesources and faCillties, arid yet,, one of the
costs they mixst bear is that:preupermising teachers in
localA,school districts; and they,,have only a Portiori4of
amundergraduate's four tears in college, in which to
adequately prepare him 4r:her fOr teaching.

What is preferred: That ome cifthes coneffeints be relaxed, e.g.
allowing institutibes to develop alternative teacher education pro-
grams"revising the timelines for regular program review, expandingr teacher education progrns to fiVe.or six years, and developing re-' lationdhips with local, districts that will enable teachers toclaim responsibility for Student teachers as part of their regular load.

,67, .
.
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47 What ,is: Gifted, programs are mah Ated by state law, but
many teachers are'unprepared to implement those programs.

4
'What is preferred: That there be more-and better preservice and

. inservice.programs for_ teacher's involved in working with giftedstudentS.., .
, i, .% .

!. 48 Ilhat id: Many teachers,,in vocational education programs'
,

. 'enter the profession on _the. basis of their trade experi-ence And receive little teacher education--with respect toSu things as classroom management, teaching methods,.-i ructional planning, test development,'etc.

What is preferred: That teachers in vocational education pro-grams receive at leasta minimal amount of teacher education© ..before stepping into the classroom.
.

49 What is: ...Critical thinking is often not recognized by
either parcnts'or educatorg as one of the basic skills4of,
learning.,

What issreferred/ 'That critical thinking be recognized as anessential basisr4skills.

50 What is: .'Large percentages of students are leaving the 14
IYA-ditiOnal school at the legal age' of 16. However,
eduCirtibna alternatives are few in number and not use4 well.

. 'What is preferred: That deliberate efforts be made to explor
.and,Utilize or plement alternative kinds of education. for. ./those who cann6WWfunctionsin a regular-classroom for whateverreaddns or whoave, alternative learning styles.

51 What is: Career guidance And career ediipatiori programs arenqt always supbessful because they do not typically begi
until, ninth gkade, ,and ,high school.Courses'are not alway

,selected on. the basis of career orientation. Asa con= !
sequence, many students are-41-prepared to seek employment.
upon-graduation. A,

,*

4,

,What:is-preferred: ThAt consideration be.,given,to beginning.;. - , -j /career guidance programs earlier and developing more.focused,s, , .career-oriented programs as options for high school students:-:,
,

./. ..52 2/
,

What is: -The communications between teachers and students
, in"-H3E always clear, particularly with respect'to.Class-
.

. room expectations and'permissible'behaViors and activikies.,

-.4_-,
What is. preferrvi: That more attention be given,to the develop.-.

_ment of effective.communications between teachers-And students, .And to the mutual-development Of Yuman relations_skills,n
:.,

'''(

°OPf.
4
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' 53 What is: Guidance counselors are often not aware.of pro-
51-Frin vocational schools or purposely discourage student
entollment;some advice is based on-the sporadic offering
of Prevocational programsOr on the inconsistency between
junior 4nd senior high school programs.

What is preferred: That all'stddents Should have .a prevocational
programthat is consistent across levels and known to guidance
counselors. ,"

54 What is: .To 3 considerable extent, curricula in schools
1.1a7Tfear definition and'focus. One consequence of'this
is duplicatiom.of content, e.g., between feeder schools and
high schools in vOcationaleducation programs. Another
consequence' is the lack. of consistent standardp'an'O guide-
lines'for implementing programs, e.g., despite mandates to
do so,m.Any districts do not operate prbgrams for the
gifted. And a third consequence is debate over the importance
of particular curricular content, the emphdsis to be
placed on basic skills.

O

What is preferred: That current_curricula be carefully examined,
particularly in light of new graduation-requirements, in an .

effortto identify, clearly what is essential, where it should
be addressed,, and who should' do

.

55 Whgt is Programs for the gifted are mandated by state law,'
-"EUEENTs mandate has not beeh -consistently implemented.

What is preferred: That the mandate be implemented throughoutthe state.
/ -

56 What is: There is, considerable debate over the place of
- basic skills in.the'curriculun. Some say it should be an
essential component of all instructional, programs; others,
argue that resources at both regional, ana local.le4els
should be employed to increase instruction in the basic
skills.

What is preferred That the debate find a resolution ,acceptable
to .most. , - ,,

,

. , y P'. 57 What is :, Thereqs very " community .input into voca-
tional,education_programs: y

,

What is preferred: That community needs assessment data be
utilized.

-1.v '.
.

.

,58 What is: Most students do not receive instruction in
FriTigF7junior or senior high school about how taxes are
collected and revenues are distributed) particularly for
educa ional purposes. ,

, .

'- . ,

,what Is, p eferred: That instruction be provided onthese'topics..,
. .

,
.. .

,
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59 What is: Most students do not receive instruction regard-ing current social policies and attitudes, e.g., with respectto how we as a nation deal with the consumptiofi of von,-renewable resources.

What is preferred: That instruction be provided on these topics.'
00 What is: Programs in art and music tend to have "secondclass status" in most school curricula.

What is preferred: That they receive equal attention.andimportance.

61 What is: Citizenship 'is not now taught at all levels ofschools and in all grades.

CWhat is preferred: That it be a continuing part or. element inall school programs.

62 s What is: Although accountable for the employability oftheir students, vocational educators'have no influence in.either setting the criteria for selection of those students.
oractually°Selecting-them. .

What is preferred: That vocational educators have more influence.in both establishing the selection criteria and selecting the-students.

63 What'is: Little or no credit towards a degree in a 2 or.4-year college is allowed a graduate of'a vocational schoolor an adult pfeparatory program.

What is preferred: That systems be devised 'so that credit is.given for .completion" of these courses or prbgrams.

64 What 'is: Mandates' require public schools And institutionsET-7513er education to comply on short notice.

'What is preferred: That inst-itutions of higher education andschools be provided lead time.
-

65 What is: Sthool vandalism is wide, spread and expensive.

What is preferred: That appropriate steps be taken to reduceor eliminate vandalism.

66 What is: There are few special. programs for exceptionali

children under age'5. .
.

"

-

.//What is preferred: That such programs be developed.

67 , What is": There is increasing teacher militancy and a turningto collective bargaining .as 4 method of organizatio
.

s4,

problem-solving..

...,
.

..What is preferred:' That alterna,ive methods other than collective'bargaining be devispd to improve cOmmuntvation betweep teachersand adMiniStrators.
,.

70
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Stat- Need Statements

What is There is insufficient emphasis being placed onpractical experience as a criterion for the selection,
retention, and promotion of vocational teacher educators.

What is preferred: That additional emphasis be placed
practical experienc:. thei

2. What is State law currentl/ mandates, for funding puTposes,that a specified number of gifted students be identidied--
'4

usually 3%.
..,... .'Wet is preferred: That mechanisms for identifying,those who are''-truly gifted" be developed.

'

.

currently
What is: Expectations' schools are diverseand lack congruencyCthey are riot only expected to solve
an unreasonable number of problems, but also :expected to domore than ever before.

As .

What is preferred:'.That expectations for schools be specifically
determined, including roles and functions, and the limitations

.of school capabilities be recognized.

.4 What is: Programs for gifted students are underfurided,
poorlyNplanned, and in some instances, ineffective.

What is pr ferred: That programs for gifted students be adequatelyfunded an appropriately planned. Furthermore, ineffective, pro-grams which are currentlyin operation should either be impigyvedor eliminated.'

..-5 What is: Curriculum is currently too diverse, and diverge
demands on schools sometimes interfere with teaching ofbasic skills.

What is preferred: That there be no demands which interferewith teaching the basicsskills.

6 What is: Vocational counselors' case loads are too high toadequately allow time to help many of their students.

What is preferred: That caseloads be reducedso that adequateg time is provided for each student.

7 What is: Many studen'ts leaving high.school (bothgraduatesand dropouts) are unable to perform adequately in the, basic.skills e.g., reading, writing, and arithmetic.

hat is preferred: That students leaving high sch l shouldperform adequately in the basIt skills.

. z.

. s

r
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8 What is: Some students attending technical schools have
no interest in the technical courses

What is preferred: That technical schools enrofFstudents with'
"real" interest in technical courles.

, 1

9 What is: School divisions: and local education agencies do
A not ptactice effective energyjconservation.mor do they

incorporate energy education as a part of their program.

What is preferred: That schools implement conservation practices
and develop programs designed to raise student/comMunity aigare-
ness which will lead to maximum utilization of available energy
resources.

10 What is: Curricula are not currently. designed to meet indf-
Vilitigrstudent needs.

1'What is preferred: That curricula be designed to meet individual
student needs.

11 What is: There iS a lack of education in the process
aging for school-aged children.

What is preferred:_ That information concerning the, aging process
be included in the curriculum.

12 -What is: Some alterAtiye eduCation,programs are not avail-
aErgEa all students; for example, some programs.are often

tied to economic guidelines.
-

What is.preferred: That alternative.kducation programs be 1

available to all students.

13 What is: There is insufficient currsula emphasis on arts,
and humanities.

What is preferred: That emphasis on. aits and humanities be
,increased.

14. That is: Data processin as a basic skill is being ignored
in elementary and.secon ary schoolS in State B.

,\

What is prefef.red:- That data processing as a basic skill not
be ignored.

15 What is: Sign is not offered as a language iripublic schools.

What is preferred: That sign be offered as a language in grades
K -12. .

18,, What is: Inbtructiona l TV is poorly integratod into the
curriculum.

What is preferred: That instructional TV be more adequately
integrated into the curriculum.

I
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17 What is: Students and teachers hive inadequate Understand-
ing of the economic system ofthe O. S.

What is preferred: TARt there be adequate understanding of theU. S. economic system mong students and teachers.

18 What'is: There is a lack of knowledge among high school'
itUagns and teachers in the area of job-seeking skills,
e.g., placement in an entry-level category,',undeTstandingof the workplace, and knowledge of the required attitudes.

What is preferred: That knowledge of these job-seeking skillsbe .adequate.
%.

19 'What is: Many Students are not receiving,prope information
regarding'' careers, especially as to the areas w -re most
opportunitieS will exist.

.
.

.

.What is preferred: That programs of career educatio exist atall levels, especially_in grades 10-12 where occ tional analysisand job, inforthation are presented.
a

20 What is: ,Graduation.competencies are re of high
sch ol students in'only.four areas.,

/1--
What is pr ferred: That graduation competencies be de nstratedin all area sing a variety of evaluation methods.

21 What is: Schools currently enroll numbers of stude s whoare not motivated to learn, view,' education as unimportant,
and don't want to be there.

A

What is preferred: That measures be implemented-.that increase
student motivation to learn; increase the perceived value,of edu,cation, and present education as an opportunity rather than as
a day-cire center for reluctant learners. '

22 What 'is: .There is currently, no effective ,measure for
financial accountability of educational programs.

What is preferred& That methods of financial accountability be
.

devised to determine cost effectiveness of educational,programs.

.23' What is: Teacher employment isoften tied to extra-
curricular assignments.

.What is preferred :, That teachers be hired to handle their.
instructional responsibilities.

73
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24 What is: Funding of education is not keeping pace with
inflation, rapidly escalating energy costs, and mandated
programs. Finangial support foil programs (special &luta-
'tion), services '((placements), and personnel (teachers-
counselors) is inadequate. Moreover, govexnment is mandat-ing services at a rate which ceeds financial bontributionsrxrequiring a disproportions e share of increases costs tobe borne by the local prop rty tax.

,

i

What is preferred: That funding be increased to keep up withinflation and with mandated and essential services; e.g., salaries
, of personnel be increased to levels of positions with comparabletraining and responsibility, and conservation measures be,,imrile-,mented which reduce' energy expenditures to the lowest practical/ level. .

,

25 What is: Some school administrators are not flexible enough
to meet constantly changing educational needs.

.

\What Is preferred That some school administrators becomemore flexible. '
.

\

26 What is: There is allack of continuing education coursesgeared to adult students.

'What is preferred:. That more continuing education courses beoffered that are geared to adult.studentS.

27 What is: Many-teachers have low morale.

What-is. preferred: That teacher morale be improved.)

28' What is: ',Too much money is being expended.tor serviceswhich are redundant' or duplicative acrossaocalities.

What is preferred: That regional service districts be estab-lished to provide shared services-and OuS reduce reduntancies.

29 What . Declining enrollment is causing a decrease -in-state funding and an increase in unemployment f r teachers.
and administrators.

What is preferred: That adequate state funding be appropriatedand alterriative platements be d for the unemployed.

30 What is: Many teachers a administrators need upgradingvin their assigned .area

.

0referred:. That systems be devised to proyide the 110

1/

Wh
nece sary,upgrading:

7 4
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31 What is: Financial and personnel resources are not avail=able in sufficient quantity.to meet demands and federal
mandates associated with special education.

What is preferred: That additional financial resources andqualified personnel be made available to deliver special edu a-tion services.
/

32 What is: A large amount of professional time is being spenton paper work which is not concerned with teaching.

What is preferred: That reporting and docUmentation proceduresbe streamlined.

33 What is: Insufficient numbers oftsuPerior teachers areemployed in rural areas.

What is preferred: That a means to attract superior teachersto rural areas be designed and used.

34 What is: Too many students in an instructional group
reduces the amount of individual instruction time.

What is preferred: That the pupil/teacher ratio be reduced.

35 What is: AttitUdes toward public education have.resultedin'reduced public support. Lack of knowledge and lack ofinterest in school programs are factors.

What is preferredi,'That attitudes toward public education beimproved.

36 What is: Too much e hasis is placed on standardized testresults in placement There is also confusion over whattests can and 'cannot measure.

What is-preferred: That less emphasis be placed on standardized
test results, and that better guidelines be developed on the useand meaning of tests.

37 What is: Discipline in the.schoos has deteriorated.

What is preferred: That measures be taken which will effectivblyreduce discipline problems.

38 What'is: Graduate-and inservice programs are often unavail-
able, inadequate, or inappropriate, are not available at
convenient 'times and locations, or not in sufficientquantity to meet inservice needs.

What, is preferred: That universities, colleges, and local schooldivisions arrange for more inservice training to be delivered atthe location of'students' residences.
4
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39, What is :' PolicyrMaking and deCision-making of the local
school board is being increasingly.curtailed by other,
governmental agencies.

What is preferred:- That local school boards regain their
policy-making and decision- making. authorities.

40 What is: There are no effective means of evaluating teacher"'"`
performance and instructional programs.

What is preferred: That means be .develojed to evaluate teacher
performances and instructional programs.

1.1

41 What is: Teacher education programs are insufficiently
flexible to permit adequate preparation of teachers for
functioning effectively in today's schools. Teaching
methods employed are too often- inappropriate for today's
students.

What is preferred: Thatteacher education programs be permitted
sufficient flexibility to redesign programs to respond to prob-

. lems in contemporary schodls and that teaching,methods be
employed which stimulate today's students.

42 What is: Various/
A

congtituencies within the community have
conflicting priorities about what should be taught in the
schools. Some believe that middle class and professional
groups have disproportl9nate influence, 'but most agree that
programS and curriculum' should be developed wittl'significant-
community input.

What is preferred: That all segment's of the community be involved
'in developing curriculum specifications, riority,setting, and
decision-making.

I. .
43' ' What-is: Some vocational programs' an courses are overly

prescriptive. They prepare students in,pbsolete skills .

with outdated equipment and proyide basic communication
and quantitative skills consideredunacceptable by employers.

What is preferred: .That vocational' program equipment and skills
'be uodatedlto industry,standards4 with mastery of communicative
and quantitative'skills suitable to employer.specifications.
Further; vocational programs should be broadined to inclut gen-
eral (work study type) programs.

44 What is: Curriculum in grades'E-3 is too 'diversified to
permit the mastery of basic skills.

What is preferred: That curriculum emphasize the-maStdry of
,basic

I

45', What is: A few teachers and administrators,are unsatisfactory.. ,

What isioreferred: That a system be implemented to replace those,
'unsatisfactory teachers and administrators.

,

4

4

4

4



46 What is: State B has a large testing prograM.

What is preferred: That State B's testing program not beenlarged.

47 What is: There is a lack of orientation for staff regard-ing retirement.

What is preferred: That retirement orientation be o ered withinschool systems.

48 ,What is: Excessive IjOvernmental regulations'are strangling
educational creativity.

What is preferred: That'excessive and overlapping regulationsbe reduced and/or elimiriated.

. 1hrWhat is: Attendance laws are not currently enforced.

What is pteferre4: That school attendance laws be enforced.4

1

50 What is: There is a lack of conAistency in curricula.

What is preferred: That consistent state-wide curricula beestablished for all subjects at all grade/levels.

51 What is: 'There are no specific requirements for 'serviceon school boards.

What is preferred: That specific requirements be establishedfor service on school boards.
A ,

452 What Superior teachers receive the same-pay as others.

.What s preferred: That additional paybe given to superiorteache

77
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State C. Need StAtements

1 What is: 'Insufficient understanding exists,on the role ofthe State 'Board of Education,

What is preferred: That clarification be provided regarding the.role of the State Board 9f Education:

.`2 .-What is: The use' of educational faci,lities and resourcesIT=ted.
What is preferred; That educational facilities and resourcesbe used to their greatest ,potential.

3 What is: Neighborhood schools are being closed.

What is preferred: That more neighborhood schools be retained.
A What is: Thereis a lack of understanding, acceptance,andinvolvement of classroom teachers with mainstreamed special'education students.

What is preferred:. ,That-classroom teachers develop skills-tc,understand, accept, and become involved with mainstreamingspecial education students.

5. Wha is: Quality edutation has too many definitions.

What is preferred: That there be a stantard definition for'' educa.;:ion:11

6 What is: 'Few schcAks offer adequate prograls for giftedchildren.
V -

What is preferred:' That all gifted children receive adequatespecial edc ion.

7 What The schools tre expected to perform too manyservi-ces:-

What is preferred: That school responsibilitiet for providing,services be ,more cleaTIy defined:

8 What is: In schools, there is a lack of Family lifeeducation and training in parenting skills.

What is preferred: That, there be increased emphasis an .familyIrreeducation and parenting skills in our schools..

9 What There are not enough quality school programs ferhandicapped children. -

What is preferredz,,That there be quality programi for allhandicapped children.
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10 What is; The teacher-school board negotiation process
produces "strained" relations.

What is_preferred: That better negotiation methodS'be imple-
mented which reduce the incidence of "strained" teacher-school
board relationships.

11 What is: The contributions of Blacks, Native Americans,
Hispanics, and other special groups are not used widely
in classrotm teaching.

What'is preferred: That the state goal on this topic be imple-
mented.

12 What is: High school enrollments hevedeclined,

That is preferred: That more students.be recruited f44r high
school. j.

13 What is: N..t all school board members are elected by the
public.

referred: That All school board members be electedWha
y the lic.

14 What i Elementary guidan a coufiselors are not prOvided
by the' State of "C".

.;)

0

What is preferred: That the State provide counselors/in grade's
K-12.

15 What.is: Teacher- pupil re-tits vary in school systems
across the state.

What is r- erred: That t e appropriate teacher-pupil ratio
e'en orced.

ti

16 'What is: Th .greater perceritage o
al ocated for personnel.

school budgets is'
0

What-is preferred: That a smaller percentage of the' -school
budget be allocated eflo personnel.

17 'What is:, Some youth have no job skills and/or job seeking
skills. 4%.

What-is preferred That schools prepare youth setter in the'
areas of job skil nd job seeking skills.

4, 4
18 What le: There is

1
a lackof student academic excellence.

.

What ispreferred: That thbre be an increase in student academic
excellence.
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19 What is: Many patents cannot discriminate between good
YgaraTional pre-s6hool programs and child-care programs.

What-is preferred: That criteria be developed for public use
in evaluating. the difference between good pre-school prograthtand childcare programs.

20 What is: Many teachers employ a limited number of teaching
methods and strategies.

0

aat Is preferred: That teaching methods and strategies
commensurate with learning styles and-rates.

21 What is: .There are limited funds for college financial,for students from middle income levels.

What is preferred: That more students of middle income !aminebe. included in college financial OA fun

22 What is: Difficulty is being ex rienced in meeting ind
, technological changes each year.

What is preferred: That skill improvement training at all agesis needed to meet industrial-technological changes.

23, What is: Few educational-programs are effectively monitored.

What is preferred: That educational programs be more effectively
monitored.

24 What is: The school curriculum is,limited and static.

.What is preferred: That school curricuiUmbe expanded to meeta wider variety of student needs and curriculum changes:

25 What is: There_ re inadequate school funding sources and
bases, e*.g., priMarily the property tax.

What is preferred: Th-at'Additional funding,eburces or changes
in.funding vases be considered.

26 What is There is little parent/teacher involvement in 611e
academic progress of students, especially at the secondary'level.

\ What is preferred: That there'be snore parent/teacher involvementin students and. their academic progressespe'cial.ly at thesecondary level.

27 . Whams t is: Te chersuare certified to/teach, but some are-not c/ualified. ..
.

.

.k.

What is preferred:- That all teachers, be
a
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28 What is: Busing is a. commonly usedMethod for achieving
Facia Integration in. State C schools.

What is referred: That there be alternative methods (besides
busi0!) for achieving racial integration of our schools.

29 ilhat is:.' Few vocational/agriculture departments offei
rnamental horticulture programs.

What i referred: That more programs in enaMental-grorticulture
e of AI-red in vocational/agriculture departments.

30 What is: Beginning in 1982, a StudeA will be required to
pass proficiency test in order to:gvaduate from a
State C public-high school.

What is preferred: That the StC public high school gradu-
ation requirement-of passing a proficiency test be removed.

31 What is: There are few non-graded schoolt'in State C

What is preferred: That more non-graded schools be established.

32 1 What is: The school is the primary social Agency held
' accountable for a student's total edudatiOn..

What is preferred: That all social agencies share responsibility -,4
for a student's total education.

33 What is: Educational instructi'on.is limited to available
dollars.

What is preferred: That students be allowed to,"purchas
.inTEIZEal educational instruction.

34 What Many groups, e.g., parents-, general community,
and 1pgislator4, appear to be uninformed or misinformed
°about edu-dational issues.,

What.. is preferred: That parentsi, general community, and legis-
lators become better informed on.education%issues through disc-
aemination effort..

a

35' What is:' many schools, poor. dent/teacher/parent
FU5TITEnsbips (K-12) lead -ta hosti confrontations.

.

.What is preferred: That improved "rude /teacher/parentrela-i. rela-
tionships exist that foster better-1

.
ing conditions. ..-

.
,

36 What is: -There, is,a limited use of sChdOl buses.

What is preferred:, That school buses:be utilized ti a, greater
.extent, e,g.,:used-ill:coMmuility programs. . v

.
.

.4
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37 , What is: Student and program evaluations are°too subjective.

What'is preferred: That comprehensive approachesto student
an4program evaluations be implemented..

'38 What is: gtudents/teachers/parentp. do t see inter-
.

relationships betGeen academic and tionan*ograms.
aWhat is preferred: That students/teachers/parents be made aware

of the inter- relationships between academic and vocational- programs.'

,39 What is: College degree programs tend to have a iajorJ .,,
. . emphasis on "vocational "'/professional training.

i

What is preferredk That a college degree in vocationalYprofessiona
,.. -irfclude a broadened base

_ of general education including theN humanities/aesthetics..
.

40 What 'is: There is a. fragmented approach to career educat

What is preferred:' Tht there be a state-wide systematic approach
to career education.

.4l -What is: Many high schoc. graduates lack proficiency in
the. basic skills:

'1.

,
. ,

a

What is preferred: That 114,gh school graduates be more profiCientin the basic skills.

42 What is: Students enrolled in our state -financed institutionsof higher education pay 24% of the -total cost of their
schooling to the state. .

.

'What is preferred: That studentf in stateafinanged institutionsoff higher education pay a higher Percentage of the costs Of their.schooling to the state.
.

,43 What is: Many low socio=economic students now achieve two
or. more years below the national norm for their,grade..

What is'preferred: That low, sd.cio-eConomic,estudents show,a
-significant improvement with'gome reaching the national norm orbetter..

44. What is: Student academic and social needs are not dAtified ifat the earliest possible'time
in.the,educatibpai-process.

What is preferred; That,early identificatiOnof studerit'cademic
and social needs occur:

°

'J45 What ig: School districts gre often re-zoned each.year,

4,

O

What is preferred: That there.be less school re- zoning.

1'
2 .

*0
Yj

d
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46 What is: . Reading levels olrnany students, including high
school graduates,. are-too low.

What is preferred: That reading levels of students be improved
to grade levels or above.

47 What is: County superintendents are Presently elected,
leading to the'actions Of many school administrators being
governed by politics; therefore, educational leadership athe local level is weakened.

What is preferred: That there be less political involvement ischool administration, e.g., superintendents should be appoinand More emphasis,on strengthening administrative leadership.

48 What is: The, basics of reading;- writing and mdthemati
are more emphasized dpd least affected by prbgram cuts.

What. is preferred:'-That all areas of learning be basic to the
educational process. ,,Thus, programs'such as basic-skills,
cultural arts, social grades and related programs be maintainedin a,proportionate relatiodship.

49 What is: Too many regulations are, imposed on the total
school program.

,

8

What is preferred: That regulations be realistic and functional.

°

or'°
.

50 What' is: The high school drop-out rateis high.
..What is preferred: That. high'school'prograMs be restructured

to reduce the drop -out rate.
- .

s
>

.

51 What. is Student promotionand;retention.policies are
Iliaiiiistent and poorly defined resulting in 'the unfair
retention/promotion of ~many: s,tueents, .

,

, . .1 ; I .7
,What is preferred: That student:promotidn'and retention policies' ,..be well defined and. consistent.

. s,
. :. ,....

- ,
'52 ,What is: llahy high .potential youngsters wit h low achievedent

levels and low social graces. are. recognized.,......
-,

,
.

.

What is preferred: That tedbhers_
achievement- levels a 'hd low- social
which should be recognized-altl-dey

be aware'hat students with low
graces have- talents ancr7..abilities
eloped.

i

:,. -'
,

1
..

.
.53' What s: There is decreasing Confidence,and therefore,

: BTEFgaiin4 support:, in public education by the cdmmunity:
,,

What is preferred:,'; That the Community have greater 'confidence
in ,and thus greater support forpublic education.

,

*

j- C CIS e " _
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54' What isi Parents, feel insecure when attempting to partici-ggEFTE the educatioWpf their children.

What is preferred: That parents be made to feel more secure in
participating in the education oftheir children.'

55 What is: There is little or no communication between educa-tion and industry.

What,is preferred: That there be improved communipations and
articulation between industry .and schogls.

*,

'56 What is: School programs and service§ are'influenced by/and geared to funding availability,.

What is preferred: That school programs and services be'developed
by .need and funded appropriately. ' ,

.

-

.

.
,.

.

57 What is: There are problems related to teacher education:
professional training, certification, and continuing education.

What is preferred:, That teacher edUcation arld.teacher training..programs be updated and improved.

58 What is: There are not enough quality programs for preschoolchildren.

,What is preferred: That there be more quality programs for allpreschool children.

59 What is: Sbhools are disrupted by vandalism and drug.,
1

.What is preferred: That there be no vandalism and drugs in theschools.
.

Its

60 What is: Some parents lacktknowledge and, understanding ofchid development. - .
. c

. 4What is preferred That'there be increased parental-knowledge
,

\

.and understandingtof child development.
,

SI. Whet is: Personnel,cosfs increase school budgets.

What is'referred: That personnel costs be recic ed, e.g.,
.0 exploration cf community resources.

0.

e.

62 What ist Local school systems are having difficulty provid-
' iriTTEIF the growing numbers'of non-English speaking or'

limited-English speaking persons.

Whit is preferred: That there be a systematic approach toaddress thistdifficulty, e.g., development of programs andresources.

63, What is:. Schooling' is considered equivalent to education.

What is preferred: Th4 .the concept of education be reconstructed,e.g., to include community education, alternative approaChes,dx&riential.educaticin..
4. ,: 9
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State D Need StateMents

What is: Tuition costs'for college in. State D arevery high. .\
What is preferred: That tuition costs be reduced.'

2 What is: In the training of all teachers, the leypl of
preparation.in reading is inadequate.

What is preferred: That the level of preparation in readingbe increased.
.

. 3 What is: There are no non-threatening ways for handlihg
teacher concerns. '

What is preferred: That anon- threatening, independent wa ofhandling teachers' concerns be established, e.g., such as nombudsman.

4 What is:- Individual student learning styles are not beingprovidea for in most schools.

What is preferred: That provisions be made in all schools fc
Individual student learning tyles.,

5 .What is:. Latin is freq ntly not Offered as an electivein pub ic schools,

What ispreferredl That aLl public schoolsoffer Latin 'as anelective.

.6 What is: Public properties are being defaced and destroyed.

What is preferred:' That students and others should be taughtrespect for property.

7' ,'What is: The current school improvdment plan is orientedmore to the desires of the State Department of- Educationthan to local needs.'

What is preferred: That the,plan reflect the needs of localschools,

8 What isi Public school curricula are not designed to
eliminate poverty throug4 education.

, 1

What is prefe That A ctfrr,icu/um be developed which wouldcontribute the eliminatibn of poverty.

9 '.What- is:. Availability of qualified support personnel' forteachers is insufficient:

,W0at is preferred: That qualified support perSonnel be more.
. available to telachets. i

. .

A

4 . 85 .....
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10' What is: Very li ttle cooperation exists between local
education agencies and higher education agencies.

What is preferred: That there be more cooperation between
local education agencies and higher educaton agencies.

11 What is: Sex education is non-existent or inadequate in
many schools.

. .

-What is preferred: That sex education be'considered an
important part of education and included in the'school curriculum.

'12 What is: Students are graduating ;rom high school and
college with an inadequate knowledge of: (1) our system
of-government, (2) how business functions in our systeM of
government; and 0) the roles,of special interest groups.

What is preferred: That high school and college students should
be graduating with a better understanding of how our governmental
and economic systems operate and how they affect us.

0 013 What is: Very little programming exists to help disruptive
'students develop behaviors to cope with the educational
system.

What is preferred: Tht educational programs be,de'signed and
implemented for'disruptivestudents. f 4
14. What is: .Too many secondary school' students leave school

before graduation,

Whatis preferred: That PrOgraths.shoUld be ¢provided to'encourage
a g e'reater percentagof.secondary school students 'to receive a
high school diplomas

// . 2,.

% 0,

15 What,is: Some colleges discriminate against women and .

minorities in their hiring practices.-

. -
What is preferred: That women and minorities' should be:recruited
for vacancies on college staffs.

16 'What is: Many sch ools fail to provide adequate co- curricular
gET7REra-curricular activities to meet the needs of the.total student population.

.

6..

What is preferred: That co-c,urricUlar and extra-curricular pro-
. grams be prOyded ara 'pert of.the overall educational program
as per local students" needs.

, . .

y -

17 What is:. Edu'cational standards (both.admission and gradua-
tion) for college education are too low: /

,What is preferred: That highek college education standards be
required.. '

8

sr

4
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18 What is: Student expectatiOns of college life are not the

.same as those of the college.

.What is preferred: That expectations' of eact respective groupbe clearly defined and'comtunicated.

19 What is: Studentt' attendance requirements are- insufficientand not enforced.

What is referred`; That stricter legal attendance requirementsbe established 'anNenforced,
4

)20 What is: Class. size, especiall in elementary schools,is too large.

What is preferred: That reasonable class size be established,
21 What is: Community involvement and control of schools seemsto be eroding due :to several reasons, e.g., federal andtestate mandates, collective bargainng, lack of administratorand instructional personnel involvement in decision-making.

What is preferred :. That the control of schools be more lOcalizedby legislation, community involvement, schooliboard action, andlocal professional staff involvement in decision-making.
22 WHII is: Conflicts often exist among groups(concernedwith education.

A

What is preferred: That better inter-group relations be encouraged. *,
23 What is: Overall personal student developmefit.receives

ittle formal attention in schools.
1

. a .Whatis preferred: That greater attention e given to overall'personal student development.

.24 What .1s: College classes are primarily populated bypersons in their Late teens and early twenties. 7

What is preferred :. That older individuals,be recruited andencouraged to participate in college,classes.

25: What is: PuDlic schools are not ope for' use by olderpersons, N

.What is preferred: ThSt pul!lic schools should.be opened to useby older people.

°.26 What is: Adult education' programs areinot meeting the needsoar upward mobility, e.g., better jobs, career Change.
A

What is preferred: 'that adult eftcatiOn programs be developed to.help provide the oppoftunity for .upwrd mobility and career changes.

ori

I

a
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27 What is: College Curricula are not structured to meet
thA vocational goals of students.

What ispreferred: That colleges plan curricula to meet the
vocational gohls of students.

28 What is: Teacher tenure law's protect ineffectivelteachers.

'What is preferred: That the q ality of education be improved
.by modifying the teacher .tenure laws.

29 What is: Special classes .f gifted and talented students,
such as art and-tusie, are not adequately evaluated.

What is preferred: That an evaluation progiam be developed
.

which shows the program benefits for all students.
.

3.0 What is: Some teachers do .not abt like and/or are not
accepted as professionals.

, -

What is referred; That teachers should act in a manner
deserving of recognition as professionals and should receive
that-redognition. t

.

31 What is: Career education is insuf,ficient'in . such ar eas
as: selecting vocations, job seeking and job.mainteflance
skills.

4

What is preferred: That development of career education programs
begiven more attention and added to the school' curriculum.

. *
..

.32 What is: Students are graduating from high school without
....,

.

being able to read, write or perform basic mathematical /skills. ,. 4
0

What is preferred: That more emphasis be 'placed on students
mastering the basic skills of'reading, writing and mathematics;
including, for example, emphasis on the basic principles .of these
subjects', and some type of minimum comp teneytesting.'

.
y.,.

,

33 What is: Local and state standa ds for minimum acceptable
.

.

student performance are -not clear or oonsistent..
. : .

What is preferred: That-clear and consistent local and state
standards be developed and used as guidelines for local school
program..development.

.
,.

.

.34 What it: Liflong living skills are not adequately taught
.

.,...____...-

in most school curricula.

What is,p referred: That curricula be developed to prep.are.ku,..!.
dentsvith lifeming living and coping-skills in order to
relate to our changing society. 4

83



35 What is: ,Mathematics instructional prOgrams place too much
emphasis on the use'of manipulative materials.

What'cs preferred: That mathematics instructional programs should
place more emphasis on problem-solving processes..

:36 What is: Several..probIems exist in school counseling prod
grams: e.g.,4,(1) counseling is almost non-existent at the
elementAiy school level,. (2) eleCtive studies are too broad
(3)15oinputerized schedulicg often prevents students from
getting preferred courses, and (4) current guidance progi-ams
do not.-_Prepre students for leaving the educational environ-
ment-

.., =

What ib preferred: That more'effective guidance-and counseling
programs be implemented in our schools whiph will, for example,
(l) make.counseling services available in elementaryschoolS,
(2) provide more counseling and direction to 'students prior to'
course selections (including electives), and (3) prepare,students
for eventual leaving of t47educational environment.

37 What is:- The "basic skills;' in our.schoo'ls are poorly
defined.

What is' preferred:. That clarification be made as to what
constitutes the .abasic skills.." ..1.

-

38 What is: Professional performance standards for educators
'are vague, they vary and they are,not maintained.

What is preferred: Thatprofess ional performance standards be:
(1) defined more clearly, (2)made more consistent, and (3)
tained better. /

39 What is: There are several problems with professional
'development prO9ramsfor school staff; e.g., (1) there Ore

_ not enough professional development programs, and (-2) there.
. is inadequAte time for in-service training.

What is prefer red: That more professional developmenlorograms
for school staff)be developed and that'adequate time be pro- -4

vided4or this training.

4b What is: College retentiorprates are dropping for all
students but are even greater for black and other minority

'students..

.

What is preferred: That college policies and programs be ,

structured to'encourage and provide help to all students in need
of special' assistance o remain. in college.

f
/-
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'41 What, is: Fiscal resources are unequal among school districts
and.have a heavy 'eMphasis on the local property tax.

What is preferred : That a system for financing public education,be developed" which uti zes federal, state and local taxes in amore equitable manner a ,ii directed to the actual educationneeds.

42 What is: College educational curricula are too specific and
donot provide an overall liberal arts background.

What is preferred: That college educational programs bestructured to provide a broader range.of experiences-similarto those in the, liberal arts.

143 What is: The busing of nofi-public students it-creating
problems for local school boards.

What is preferred: That relief be given to local scikool boards
on the additional costs and other problems related tb busing ofnon-public students.

44 What is: Classes in some* schools ale unruly and, disorderly,
?.ndicatEng a, lack of effective ditpipline and decre'ased -student learning opportunities:

What is preferred: . That teachersbe trained to handle disciplinesit i9ns and that authority for discipline be 'returned to the-chers so that classfooms be maintained in an orderly fashion_
which stimulates learning.

45 What is: Schools vary in their understanding of;,the "goals,of Quality Education."
i

What is preferred: That all schools 'in
attain the goals of quality education.-

.

n e

State D. strive to .

46 Wiat is:` ParentiA involvement in school activities is1 "inited.

'What .is referred: That parental' involvetent prodramsyb.e,.developed to r9vide good homeland schoolcommtiniationsand-more.effective inv lvement gfall parents.'.
4 '

47 What' is
1 PUblic confidence in and support for eduCatiOn,

..appears tp be low:

What is preferred: That the quality of education be improved sothat public confidence to.support e4ucation is'encouraged.

.4

.. -P 0

I

C
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.48' ..What IS: ,Training programs for teachers.'of Special groups, (Hispanicst etc.) does not include adequate preparation intihe.teaching of 'reading.
,

.
What is preferred:' That the level .of preparation .for teacheis- of special"groups include ad4quate training in reading instruction.'

.___L

49 What.is:- Interscholastic sports are.olieremphasized in schools'.

What is -preferred: That- interscholastic sPorts_bd.recognized asone part of -,the overall educational program."

50' What is School staff (administrative and instructional)*lack appropriates,legal.:authority to make decisions to'resolve problems. .11%

, . . "
-, What ,is Preferred:, That

leg.Iilati'on permit sctiool'sfia, ff to-make .such decisions:
-

.,.

A ",
. ' '"-..-

..
. °51 What

.

is: The public, becauSe of its lack of involvement,
- does not support, Runic education.- -,.

4/ .1, ,

.

. .,/
Ifihat is pteferred:

Thatthe:public'be irivoived in the local
-,...,education:,progtam. -.4 . , . V

52 What is: St4dent)fof different ethnic groups. .do not Interact.

1 .

, ., - -5-`, \
.What _is preferred:. That activities be"provided to' encourage , ?,students- of different ethnic baCkgrounds to interact.

. .

is:' Programs are not pr044.4.fbr talented studbntse

r .
.

_Whoi-kis preferred: 'Ilhat programs be provided for talentedptudents: .

r7

,

n.54'N = What is..-Ttiere are*,nOt 6nougii'continUing educatiOn.progiams,,fiOr professional Aevelopment in; all areas.. -=( \
'. . . ,

What iS, p;eferred: That.more continuing edu
developed in all areas for,profeSsidnal devel

-5,8,
-

Fh at is: 'Students-arelptsed putside th4r comunresidence. .

i
-

..c,'

tion programs: be
ment.v

` ,. - - , , .
--,-

-.,- -
:'' What-is Preferredtb4s-be--o-f-f-ered-f,

or
.

plema-Lary , school 1students to:attend 'schools near -their residence.
''. A

-
v,

2, ,
6

- vary

*, . :-.) :' i . P ";

4 .56- ^1m/hAtNis:,oll§ools vary in educationa,1 quality. , ,-, ------- , *,-: ', ^, .-
,;ir ,F, ',- , .,-, ,

.
,

..i what iyrefeiied: The-Call sbhoblg in % State D adOpt ,.,
_
--, 0. ,

.

3',

r I ,

stanch s'of high-qualify.

- 57 .What is- Eundk-,are;not always based on edugatiOriail3rocgram-!k

:11;'
,"..."3.

- ..
- * .",1 What'iTs-prkterred: That' funds In piovided for eauCaticiAal pro-gram ,

--,

-....,_, .. . ,

.needp.. .:.. -.h

-:-
,-.

.

,

.
.. ...,

,.- - .
.:, . ,,, ,

, , '-
-5.:--

$ .;:'
_.-:.,,
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State E Need Statements
*

240 What is: \Affective education," that is, training in con-
.

flict management, decision-making and values clarification,is lacking in schboZs.

What is-preferred:. That school's offer more "affective' education"-programs.

2 What is: Suicide' is the second leading cause of death amongndividuals. 14-25 years of age. Little is known abou'tfactors whAh cause. suicide or.about remedies which woulddecrease the frequency of suicide. .

at is preferred:. That steps betaken to identify causes of
41-1
nd;remedies for suicide among the young.

_

_3 What is: Public school funding, .based 16tgely on local
property taxes and hampeted by the high inflation rate, isresulting-An the curtailment,of school programs."

,

.Whjt is preferred: That alternative and improved riding methodsbe examined and used to,maintain school programs.

4 What is: Studentscurrently receive inad4quate instruction
,. .

.

in basic skills, as refl ted by poor reading; composition ,'and mathematical abilities.

/ *cat is preferred: That students receive im ved instructionin the basic skills.
° ,

,

5 What is: Faciliites are poor and,outdated in many school .districts.

:What is preferred.: That facilities be modernized as%necessaryand appropriate.,
°

6 What is: According to a-1977 suri'zey'of the
r

National -

Institute.on Alcohol Abuse and Alcohol ism, as many' as 28%,-*of .E_!s youth between the ages of 13-18 classify them=''selves as problem dritkers,..posing an increasing respon-sibility fdr "E" educators. . *
.

..
.

,
2

.
What is preferred:' That schools accept the fact that alcohdi"

''
,-

, use, misuse, apd addiction\lamong youth is a -serious,probieM and,-'that...they nefa to` take an active role in 'the areas of preventiOn,intervention And treatment of these youth.
. .,. . _

,,
''.7 Whatiis: The organiidlional patterns and resources of.

iriTgEety and secondary schools do not meet current needS.-
/

.

..What-ispreferred,: :That school organizatotal'patterns be,modified in terms of needs and resources. -'
. . .

-,-. '.
.

,

.1
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.8 ,Whlat is: Students are not accepted was they are" and are
often ignoredras people:

.
. .

. ,

lftpat is preferred: -That each student be recognized and acceptedas an individual.
.

9 What is: Ciiizens express dissatisfaction with formal
.education.

1

What is`preferred: That steps be taken to increase citizen
satisfaction with education.

10 What is! *%Theopiportunity for public.education is limited,in a Va lability,. foa11 age groups, particularly the elderly.
.

What is,'preferredl Mat additional educational opportunitiesbe provided for all residents of ,the aommunity, regardless of age.
.

11 What is: The Unemployment rate in °"E" is. now 7%.
.

. What is preferred: That the unemployment rate be reduced to 4%or less

12 What is: Teachers are used exclusively-as clqssroom
instructors. a

ghat is preferred: -That.teachexs be child deve opment,expert4s
for the community as well as within:schabl classrooms.'

.13. Wh-at 'is: Too much pressure, ta participate in a variety, of'
activities is applied tb.talented students.

y.

Fz

.
.What is preferred: ,That talented students be relieyedof

excessive .pressure generated' by spohsors 'of .eictra-curricular
activities., .'. : . .:c> 0-

,

. ,

14 What is: There isa lack of coordinatiOn'oflocal, state
....._ ..--_and federal'funding:for education. . .A 1

. 1 ,' , .4.

1.What is prefeed: That local,
f

slhte and *federal funde for
education-be,cOordinated.,:-

.
;r .

.

.

.
. . .,

-,What is: , Therellas been no Analysis'bf,locaI district
needs to .determine which heeds' might ,be better met by the
state education agency.' ".

s,
What is preferred: That local school districts' heeds be analyzed
to determineIthose-needs'which might be 'better pet by the state ,

Zeducation agengyie,' e ' ,

16 Whet' is"? sStudentsg4o, not show, proper respct,fortheir
,

teachers.,
.

- ,./' -.
. , . ..

Whit is prefei:red:-'1,hat,students
deMonstrate,more retpect.i8r .their teachers.;:

-2.:411 fr,
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17 What is -Declining.enrollment
occurring in most school

districts and is adversely affecting educationcl programs.

What is preferred: That procedures be developed so the declinedoes mot.critically affect school prOgrAms.'

`18 What is: A substantial number of students seems tolackmotivation to succeed in school; that is., they seem Unaviare,of why they are in school and why theli.are pursuing spebificcourses of study.'

-What is prefe rred: Th t students be made moreaware of theO

purposes of schooli:ng2and be better motivated to succeed in school.:
A

19 What ProcedUres are lacking for identifying.and appro-'priately placing individual.studePts
in-regular instructionalprograms as well as in

programs such/as "open'classrooms" and 'independent study."

What i
)

s preferred: T at systematic diagnostic and placement pro-cedures be.implemente in order that the benefits of both regularand alternative'educ4ional programs be optimized for individualstudents:, L '

26 What i5: Altho gh dfugs and alcohol are readily accessibleto,schooltage y uth, many teacherS;'cobnselors rand medical,professionals h ve'po training in ,the prevention and treat-:ment of'.drug an alcohol abuse.
e

What.is preferred: That educators end-medical profespionalsreceive mandatory gaining in the prevention'an treatment ofdrug and alcohol alp se; that educators adtively support efforts- to reduce Siouth's a cess.tcr drugs and alCohol.

21, What. is: .App opriate e iteria.do not exist for-the selectionof edixationa leaders
-

What isyreferred: That appropriate Criteria be identifi4d forselecting educatio alleaderh.

.22 4 Whatlisi..-Te chers- and students often ignor the "Person-,

176.07Fk the selves and others. :7

, :

-
.What is referred: Thal attention be directed'toward methowhic teacbters-a a students can better Understand themselv_egaimprove relation hipS With others. 4

( '

t

1
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23 What is: Classroom instructional techniques are not meet-.
ing individual, student acdaemic' heeds, e.g., lectures" are
dominant; limited use is made 'of modern technology,' such

. as television, radio and 'the computer; lactivities are highly
structured; -.and no relationship to thei"real World" is
established. ' ,

What is preferred: That classroom ins4uction'be interactive,
include extensive use of modern technology,. permit increased
student opportunity and flexibility, 'and,emphaSize the limportance
and relevance ?cif .subject .matter.

2 4 What is School facilitieS are often limited in their
availability to and use by the community:

What, is preferred: 'That- full and .apprOpriate use o,f ichodi
facilities be made available to the community. .

25 .What is: 'Teacher evaluation doe& not adequately reflect the
,vstrengths ,and weakneSses of cIasroom perforrilance.

,

,

What -.is'yreferred: That teacher eValUation be sensItite to
bOth the strengths and weaknesses/ =of classroom performance.

.°26 What 'is: Educational leaders are frustrated. becaUSe of the
imbalance between the levelS of responsibility and decision-
:raking authority:

- What is preferred:. That measures be developed to ensure a
balance 'between the responsibilities and the authority' of edu7 `

o:cational leaders.

.27 What is': There
school students

.10 VI 0

is competition for' protpeCtive vocational .b.

based upon inancial considerations. -.

, ,

What , is preferred:' . That
without, undue competitlo
upon ". the. school.

2, at. is: .ParentS a
to

tudents make educgtiona/ choices
nd Withput negitre. financial 'effects

. .'-

o pf the system for °obtaining
ent college _grant

education to' either therre
with , s ch cb un lo rs .14#4444b.

,ConfidenCe, awareness and
hildren or to cooperate

* -

What is 'preferred: , That,atl parents become more fully, aware and

.

..

29 -. What' is There 'are- no*Significant qualifications on
standards. for becoming .a 4school. board' member.

Wh
.0

irdorred of the college giant *system:

, ,.

... , 4 ,
... What' is:peferred: 71-lat, qua*lificatIoni, and.aripropilate standards . 4 4

' be' established to enSUre potent4.al. competence bL board
\.melerS. 7-

,, . .._.
. .

.

b

0

/

""41113.,
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30 What _The lack, of legible penmanAp crling lackof confidence among high school students ee,communicate
and,relate, thoughts on paper.

.'What is referred: That all high school 'students have good
penpanship to raise their level of confidence to communicate
their thdughts legibly on paper.

_31 What.is: Many schools lack comprehensive health programi;
ITJ7713ealth instruction, schAl health services and a*''
healthful environment.

.

What is preferredi That more comprehensive school health progr4ms......_be ;,organized and provided. ' c w,

../..

i ,32 Wha.f. is: Career education s currently identified
separately from the guidance program,..

1 ,.

Wit Apreferred: That..carder,eduction-be made a rt irk
.

part of the guidan©e proTram. ,

e %.

,33 What is: Somestudents 1411.have%part-time jobs under .a
school's'nco-bp progtaW: are- improperly .supervised and ar. ,

.,.c.i.,.:,. not enrolled. in approved co-op progr,ams. -. . .

.
. \

.-What is preferred: That all students working in a co-op basisbe in an' officially sanctioned'an4-weld supervised co-op program.

'What is: While collaboration ,has been improving ,between
agencies responsible foe elementary/secondary schools and
.those responsible for- colregesAuni,Versities, collaboration
among,edudatibn, .buSiness,.government and labor has beenvery limited'.

Whatas preferred:' That efforts to promote collaboration betweenedUdationai agencies be continued and that efforts,to'promote
collaboration among, education, business, government'and laborbe intensified. ..

. , .

..k,
,,

-36 What is Too few intellectually,capabie persons are enter-
-ing the feaching profession.

.
.4

.,
. . ..,- ,. . .

- .
.

.-What is preferred: That more intllectually*capable personsenter the teaching profession..
,

36 What iS':,zApProprite education is,not avaisable to all
children.

0

What'is preferred: That appropriate, education should be mandated
children. 1

*

$

J.
V
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37 What is: Few opportunities exist for students,-to erigalge''
3.n inquiry and decision- making activities

,

'What is preferred: .That increased opportunities be provided
for, students to explore and choose from a variety of reazning
and experience options.

.

38 What is: Students are not receiving instruction in how to
evaluate or analyze media/advertising.

What is preferred: That students receive instruction in how to
eevelpate and analyze media and advertising.

39 What is: Staff members are not being appropriately
utilized in their'assignments of school responsibilities.

-,What is preferred': That staf,members be' more appropriatelyutiliibd,

0

40, Whet is: According to the U. S. Department of Labor
statistics, in the State of 41E" only 17% ofall available

. jobs require a college degree.'

What is preferred: That secondary (7-12), college and university
personnel relate the realities of curricular choice 'and career
opportunities tothe students.

L. What is: Students lack a realistic awareness and'working
.

understandingof the democratic probess.

What is preferred: That students gain an awareness and under-
standing of the democratic process.

. ,42 What.is: The teaching of 'communication skills is being
gREFT..7Ehanged.

What is preferred: That the teaching of communication skills
be given greater' emphasis.

043 What is: Higher education institutions are not adequately,
screening future teachers.

'

What is preferred: That there'be more stringe rit screening.
procedureA developed by colleges for screening potential educa-tion majors.

. .
44 What is:, Future4arents lack.the-ptoper training toreartheir children.

What is preferred: That'students learn parenting,skiTls as apart of theirformal-education.,

.
. 9

,
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45 What, is: Stddents do not understand baiic 'principles ofIlTe-17Je enterprise System such as productivity,-invest-ments and supply and demand.

What is preferred: That required course be provided to explain'the free enterprise system.

46 What is: Students lack oral and silent reading skills andalgo exhibit depling corpprehension skills and self-motivationand interest in reading.

What'is pref rred: That positive approaches be taken to identify

a

and/or dev p effective programs di;eiyed toward reducing. readingdeficiencies and ta stimulate attitudi l improvement.

47 What is: The arts are viewed.as a "frill."

What is preferred: That comprehensive arts be an integral partof the educational program.
v

W-
.t\

.

48 What is: School discipline is disappearing and, students.-

own
.

.;-,. -seem to lack accountability for their behavior.

What is pieferxed That, all school constituencies become acutelyaware of and address the need for school discipline.
.

v"'49 What is: Students lack adequate information about occupa-tional opportunities, and v.ocatiohal counselors lack4infor-
mation,on.current labor market trends,

,

*;J°

What is preferred: That vocational
.

counSelors'and students ha'Vesystematic access to informatibm on current occupational trends.

'50 .What is: Schools in,todv's society are expected to 13Q - .all things to All people.
.

_

What is preferred: That goals and responsibiliti6s of the schools'be clarified in. relationship to.the broader-goals of today's'society. ,
,

, '5], What'is? There are not enough elementary guidance counselorsto meet Student needs. : , .

.

. c-.
Wh;t is pre.fe.rred: That more guidance staff be employed in theelementary schools...

52 What is:, Current1'y, some career and vocational educationprograms are not,adequateiy preparing students fof productivefuture' employment..
% .

Wha, is pr erred: That career and vocational educAtion programsbe pqrfected-so that,thrQugh them, students are well'Advised.and'pre red for making proper choices and obtaining productiveemplcyment.

913
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53 What is: -Parents of handicapped children lack awareness of
available programs and related services.

What is preferred: That infdrmation concerning-services and
programs be made available tio-varents of handicapped children.

54 What is: Teachers do not have adequate input,or access to
quality inservice education programs nor adequate release
time to pursue suchXraining.

4

What is preferred: 'That teachers be provided adequate' release
time to develop, and participate in systematicinservice training.programs.

55 What is: Quality of teacher education programs is
questionable.

What is preferred: That education departments take a look at
teacher training progi=affis.

56 . What is: .Some teachers seem to lack training that would
allow them to utilize a variety oflteaching methods in the
classroom, e.g.', methods appropriate forVteaching main-
streamed handicapped students on the one hand and regulat
students on the other hand.'

What is p erred:' That teachers receive training and demonstrate,.competency appropriatelli_a variety of teaching)methcidi. /1

57
4

What is Parents of school,-age youth are not always welcome
-.in school.

.
,

What is preferred: That plrehts be given many opportunities-to
believe that their presence in school is important.

, .

58 at is: Some teachers/schools'give lip service to meeting
in ividual needs,' but -in fact are not meeting individual -'

. .

stude'nt acaddmic.needs.

What is preferred: That teachers/schools genuinely atte4
meet vidividual student academic needs.

t to

,. 59 What is: There is a critical teacher shortage developivg,
8 resulting in part from' a lack of community responsivene4stOothe recruitment of teachers.

What, is preferred: That ttie teacher shortage be.tesolved.
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60 What is: Students are not prepared for many day=to-day
consumer activities.

What is preferred: That required courses be taught to provided consumer experiences for students.

61 What is: Most students have fantasies about the job wOrild.

'What is preferred: That all students acquire facts about the
/,t

job world.

A

7

0

1,0 0 .

4
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State F Need Statements

1 What is: After 10 years, a masters degree or 5th year program
is required for a-provisional certificate.

What 4is'preferred: That alternative plans be established-to meet
the provisional certificate requirements.

.

2 What is: There is- a lack of state funds appropriated to
assist teachers in furthering their education in order to meet
recertification requirements.

What is preferred: That state funds be:apprldpriated to teachers
for furthering education to meet recertification requirements.

.4 3 What is: Teachers and have a lack of knowledge
pertaining to the implementation of federal laws, especially
those involving handicapped students.

What is preferred: That all teachers and administrators be
knowledgeable of the requirements of federal laws which apply to
their local district.

- 4 ,What is: The community-at-large tends to have a rather nega-
tive view of the effectiveness ofpublic schools.

p

Wh4t is preferred: Tiat the community-at-large have a positiVe
. -

vieuf of the-effectivenee of public schools.

5 What is: There is not adequate input from students, paients,
and teachers on decisions which directly affect them.

*

What is preferred: That students, parentS, an teacher's should
hav reater input into 'the decisions which directl affect them.

6 What is: Many students are not performing adequately in the
basic skills of reading, computation, problemItolving and
"everyday" mathematics.

What is preferred: That students perform adequately in the basic
skili,s.

7c that is: There is a lack of communication between parents
and teachers resulting from parental apathy and/or resistance
of educators to citizen inplat. This lack of communication

''results in a lack of parental support,fdr variotis life-skill
programs-such, as human relations and decision making.

What is preferred: That steps be taken to systematically improve `
.communications between parents and teachers.
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8 What is: Often, universities are'not responsive to-student.
and community needs.

What is preferred: That uraverSities be more responsive to
student and community needso

9 What'is:' The respective roles And functions of school_
counselor and school psychologist arenot clearly fined inthe minds of many school administrAtors and communi y
-resource persons.

What is preferred: That the role and function'of th schoolcounselor and school psychologist be clearly defined for allconcerned parties.

10 What is: Educational requirements set at thestateleel,such as textbook selection, currictluM requiremerits, and
school. standards do not,have a broad base df participationfrom the local level.

What is preferred: 'That. More parents, teachers, and school
administrators participate in decisioa making at the state level.

11 What is: University facutysalaries are losing ground to
other professions and to

.

What is preferred: That university faculty.salaries must keeppace with other prgfessions and with inflation.

12. What-is: There is no long-range system ot educatiOnal pr
gram planning in State F.

What. is preferred: That a systematiceans be developed to
insure long-range educational program planning,in State F.

.
.13 What is: The provision of certain' student services, such as

day care for children of secondary and post-secondary
students, is,inadequate:

What preferred: That services for non-trAditiona = udents
be provided in.each school district within the state.

14 What .is: Mutual respect between teAchers'and students islacking. 2

,
. ,What is pferred: That steps be taken to.increase the mutualrespec between teachdts and 'students.

.... 15 Wh t is: Federal'laws require that services and programs,
e. ,, individualized testing, guidance and instruction,' beprovided for handicapped children which, exceed those provided

- for non-handiCapped'children.
. .

'
.

yhat:isfyrefe-rred: That, the same level of services currently .re=

, .

c. quired for 'handicapped students b̀e provided for all students.



.-16 What is: Cultural bias exists ins most standardized diagnosticinstruments used in public schools. ...
f

$

What is preferred: That methods of,diagnosis which are used toevaluate students should, be culture free.

-" 17 What is: Adult education has low participation by theelderly.
.

What is preferred: 'That'participation
by the elderly in adult-

education4e in proportion to their population.
,

18 What is There is a lack of knowledge about optimum school.size, i.e., student population.

What is preferred: That research should 1:4 4dne to determinethe most efficient and effective school size.

19 What is: Not all the 'gifted and talented students within
. the State of "F" are being adequately served.

What it preferred: That every'school-district providean'adequateprogram for each gifted and'talented student.

H2O What is: State F does not havea system to adequately assessthe minimum competendies'of teachers who are presently teach -'in and those who are to be certified.

What is preferred: That an adequate system be developed for theState of "F" which would assess the minimum competencies of .teachers prior to certificatkOn'and at various periods duringtheir ppfessional careers. .

'21 What is: There a growing concern among citizens pertain=ing to the increase in student vandalism and the lack'of
student-discipline,in today's schools.

What is preferred: That incidence of vanda/igm and student mis-behavior ii the schools be decreased.

.22 What is: Present statutes caus unequal school, revenuesito.
be produced at the.local level for, qual taxing effort.

What is preferred: That -local unds per child prOapced bylocal taxes beequalized among school districts.

23 What is: Students in regular and vocationai,schbols do notEiVqaPobure and access to an adequate variety of teaching
adults, representative of the general population of thestate. That is, too few teachers and teacher,hides are:# 44 women, at the high school level; (b) men, at the elemen-thFy,level; (0' senior citizens, at all school levels;,
(dj physically handicapped persons, in appropriate programs,at,a11 levels.

What i-4.Preferred: That students have.exposure-and accessto avariety. of teaching adults id terms of age, sex, 'Kate, and hapdi-.,cappirrg, conditions.
103
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24 What is: There is some question as to the adequacy of Voca-
9 tional education'within the state, e.g., the adequacj, and

underutilization of current facilities; the adequacy and
'impact of current curriculumfEiasing students' job
skills and preparing them for future employment.

What is preferred: That studies be designed (and implemented)
to investigate the adequacy of vocational education within the -

state.

25 Whatis: There'is A concern that the current number of
pupils assigned to each classroom teacher is too high (e.g.
27 pupils per teacher).

What is preferred: That the number of...pupils per teacher be c:reduced.

. 26 What is: The public school curriculum does.not adequately
provide for a Minimum level of competencies nor an accept-
able understanding of human relations skills, parenting
skills and other basic life skills and world rellations.

'What is preferred: That ttre.publid school curriculum place
gteatertemphasca upon and assure that a minimum level of

*competency and understanding be achieved in human relations.
skills, parenting skills and other basic life skills, and world
relations.

27
4

What is: There is a'concern that the teacher tenure laws
Fic5n-cl incompetent/ineffective teachers.

- What i preferred: That the teacher tenure iaias be amended to
permit opportunities for'dismissal of incompetent/ineffective
teachers.

28 What is: Pupil'transportation systems are not adequately
planned for the most economical and effective use, e.g.,.
they 'are not coordinated with other community transportation

.

services,
V

What is preferredt That the pu transportation system within-
'the state be more economically d effectively planned;

29 'What is: There' is a disproportionate emphasison school
athletics.

..
What is preferred: That emphasis and resources be shifted
frOm athletics to.the academic phase of school.

30 What is: Many factor are contributing to increasing. stress
TZFTelchers,'e.g., ma'ntaining disCipline, lack .of student
motivation, and increasing paper work. .'

What is preferred: That conditions contributing to teacher
stress be researched and improved.

4

1



31 What ii: Students'are placed inschool programs and are
grouped on the basis of test scores. alone.,'

What is preferred:* That other evaluative" techniques, in addi-tion to testing, beused as a sis for $acing and groupingstudents.

32 What is: There is public concern over the fact'that earlychildhood education centers are'closing due to Title XXcuts and because the state has'not:supported the total earlychildhood education prosiram.

What is preferred: that state and othbr funds- be made availableto support early childhood education. programs.

"33 What is: Pre- service teacher. education programs do not
adequately'prepare their graduates for entry into the
rofession in areas such as classroom management, multi-

APbultural understandarig, school law, supervisory relation-ships, teacher effectiveness training, and job opportunities.

What is preferred: That pre-service teacher education programsmore a0eqUately prepare their graduates for entry into theprofessiOrG and better counsel them as to teaching job oppor.-
tunities. :

.34 What' is: Programs for which there is a limited job market'
are,offered by .too many universities.

'

What is preferred: That programs for which there is a limited
job market be offered by fewer universities.

35 What is: kate-F does not have ah adequate or equitable
funding le'ftl for public education at the state orlocallevel,

. .
CWhat is preferred: That a funding system be planned and imple-

mented in State F . which:would be equitable and provide adequateresources to.lbring the level ofexpenditure to the seven contig-
,Uous states and provide for'specialized needs within the state,

36 What The state's compensation package for public school
teachers and substitutes needs to be reviewed insofar as(1) beginning teachers''salaries are too low in relation to
kalaries paid industrial Workers: (2) substitute teachersreceive no retirement benefits; (3) special education teachersare not adequately compensated'for the extra training required
for their certification; (4) all-teacher salaries lag b4aindinflation and the growth rate of surrounding states..

What is preferred:- That the state's compensation package forpublic school teaching personnel be reviewed in terms of fair-.

1 ,ness and equity.
'

s
Ps-
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37 What is: There is a lack of communication between parents
and teachers resulting from parental apathy and/or resistance
of'educators to citizen input.

,What is preferred: That steps be taken to systematically improve
communications between parents and teachers.

.38 What is: AoSchools have little input into Mandated programs.
,

What is preferred: That schools be given the opportunity for
significant.input into guidelines govelning mandated educational
prpgrams.

39 What is: The rate of school dropout in State.F is too high.

What is preferred: t the rate'of school dropout in 'State F
be significantly redu .

*40 What is: There. is a lack ofparsntal support for ,,life -skill
./- education (drugs, sex education, etc.)..

/
. .

. What is preferred: That there be ,a more
:
cooperative effort

' between home and school in LiDe-skill education. ,-. .
.

. .
.

.

41 What is: Students don't seek' career-jog information due to
the difficulty in acquiring the needed information.

.
,-

What is preferred: That career-job information be more-qtickly
accessible. 0,

? .
.

1 .
..,p42 What is: The incidence of drug use is increasing among

school age children.
A. ., . ,

. ..

. What is preferred: That
.

the incidence of 'drug use be signif-
icantly reduced or completely eliminated among school age children:

.

43 What is: Entrance age into the.vocational education program
is= '16 years of age. L.

What is preferred: That entrance age.to vocational programs be
lowered and Students be given prior career, andvocational educe--
tion counseling:'

,44 :What iS: .Thereis-low ratio of females, minorities, elderly,pand hdicappied' certain vocational prOnlims.
*

What is preferred:- That the.enrollment in vocational programs
',of females, minorities, elderly and handicapped more nearly,
ketleCt'their proportion in the genera.pOpulation.

45 What is: Schools do not offer sufficient instruction in
environmental and energy education.

What is preferred: That greater emphasis be placed on environ-
mental and energy education within the schools of State F.

a
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.,

.1 , Wlia-'is: There is currently'not.enough
disciplihe in publicschools; ',school personnel and parents are too 'tolerant Ofdeviant behavior. .

- ,, .

,What is preferred: That More discipline be exhrcised in publicschools.
.,

,,
,

_ A
.'2 'What 4g: Including special teachers and administrators in ..student/teacherratio calculations results in deflated,ratios.

What is preferred: Thet.'only classroom teachers (and pot specialteachers and administrators) be utilized in'student/teacher ratio ,calculations. -- (

k-4 '' t

?3 .What is: Student behaviors indicate a.lack of pride and
, respect for self and others.

.,
,

What is,preferred: That student behaviors indicate more prideand respect for self and Others. '

'4 What is: Because standards save dtteriorated over the pastseveral,v6ars,,students are graduating from high schoolwithout necessarily receiving_ high schoOl edupation. In`fact, many students are advanced through the system asfunctional illiterates.

What is preferred; That to reduce the rate of-illiteracy, con-sistent aqademic standards be, established which r;equire studentsto meet higher levels of performance before they are issued ahigh school diploma,

5 Whatis: Problems involving race relations are not
as q7igEely addressed.

<
.

. What is preferred: That the problems orace relations beadequately addressed. '
. 1

.e 'What is : Women ate not oftli found in leadership.positionsTriengation.

c

- ,What is preferred: That there'be better balance of males andfemales in leadership positiohs.

7 What Teacher preparation program standards areinconssstent.

What is preferre : .That-there be more coordination andconsistency, in teacher treinpi4 programs.
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8 What .1st Archiab accounting procedures do not measure nd:.'
promote cost effectiveness4of programs.

What is preferred: - That accounting procedurei:be updated to
measure and,promote 5ost effectiveness,

9 What is :' School board members are expected to makedecisions
without adequate orientation.`

'What is preferred: That'school board members receive .adequate
orientation.

410 What,is: Manyeducational facilities are ind lorable
CaUTTion. ,

,

toWhat ip preferred: That school buildingt be upgrade
a safe environment conducive to-learning..

. to pnovide-

11 What is: Students do not receive adequate 'exposure to
the fine arts.

What is preferred: That finearti be offered as apart of the
regular curriculum.', : r .7),

12 What is: Teacher and administrator trainin tprogr.ams are
not-substantive: ,

.

?hat is preferred: That teacher and,administiatoi training .

grams become subStantive.
c

13- What s: .A lack Of understanding and tolerance oft
exclude's disabled.chiligren from education.

.
. .,-

...

4What 'is preferred: That the publicbeeducated to be a5cepting
and tolerant of people who .are disabled. /..

-... .,

14 I. What is Colleges vary widely in the qbality of the
teacher preparation programs which lead to certificatia.
Requiremens for.certificatiomare standardized but the,. '

. prOgrams themselves ere not. -
.,

\What is preferred: That 'more uniform standards for-assetsing
'quality'be developed and 'consistently applied.

15 What is: ,,Many counselors.who are paid from vocational
funds do .little or no vocational coUnseling.

I
._,What is preferred: That counselors who-are paid from Voca-
tional funs engage primarily in vocational counseling.

. .
I

.'16 that is: Many children
..N,

are inappropriately receiving
,..the.kr education ,j,n institutions for the handicapped:

4..

What is preferred: That adequate fun dine, for speciareducation
be available to move thos ildren into 'the leds,t restrictive
einvironment.lk

P
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11 What is: While ,State G had, good legitPation supportingteadhing of economics educa'tion; actual training,of
economics teachers is limited.

--What is preferred: That a program be implemented to prepare.teachers to teach economics, including the virtues of thefree enterprise system.

18 What is: Few schools offer foreign language instruction.
What *s preferred: That schools be required to offer foreign'-language instruction (e.g. French or,Spanish) -beginning atkindergarten :level.

19 What is: There is currenqyN. a lack of constructive parentalinvolvement and support Ln7e.ducational,programs.
.-2 N

. What is preferred: That constructive parental involvement andsupport in educational programs be increased.

20 What is: ,There is currently a great proliferation andduplication of eduCational programs at the,,post-gecondarylevel.

What-is preferred: That specificpolicigs6 formulated andimplemented to eliminate or reduce such iinp eration and dup-lication. .

'21 What is: Too few individuals have res nsibility fare,
,

e selecting social studies textbooks.
VIM

, What is preferred: That a wide cross. - section of individualsincluding teachers, businessmen, historians an parents have...,,, responsibility for selecting social studies ex ooks whichinclude adequate treatment of the free ent prise system.,..

.
22 What is: While widespread lip service is given to careereducation, implemeritation of programs and curricula is

.
inadequate.- ..,

,
,.:;.,

. ,
.. ,.

.
...What is_preferredy That well-coordinated career education pro-grams be'established in every school i 'the state.

n7,

23 What is: Inadequate articulatio occurs between secondaryand post-secondary programtt

What is preferred: That a plan be adopted and enforced toincrease'program-articulation, in both academic and technical'areas, b4Ween secondary and post- secondary institutions.
,mac

. ,
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24 What. is. Parents are neither informed about nor sufficiently
understand.tfteir responsibilitieS in the educational process.

- What is preferred: That through more open communications between
paren'ts.and educators, parents be better informed and 'more
ftlly understand their role in the educational process.

,a
25 What is: Spasmodic development of education has resulted

in.educational.priorities that are ambiguouiand indefinite.

What is referred: , That a master plan be developed far all Aeve is of education which determines and communicates long-term
educational priorities. ,O
.26 What .S Schools attempt to do too much.

What is preferred:' That schools redefine their role and scope
I

according to resources 4vailable to- provide quality programs
in areas.censidered important.

27 What is: Some eligible children do not attend schools.
/41

What ispreferred: That all eligible childrep attend school;

28 ,What is: Education tends to be reactive:

iN ',what is preferred: That education be KoaCtive.

.29 What is: ,Easic skills are not adequately taught or lea'rned.

What is preferred: That the public schools teach and evaluate
:the acquisition of basic'skills..

it) What'i: The counselor's role is not understood by
administrators.

'what is referred:' That the counselor's role le more adequately
understood by administrators:x

'31 What is :' Teaching is geared to the masses (aiming at the
middle) .

What,is preferred.: That children be challenged bn their own
level.'

t.

4 .

32, -What is: The program of instruction is non-systematic,
'71i74%71ted and. haphazard.

. ,

What is preferred: That systematic and continuous programs of
instruction, K=14,.'be developed.

33 ' What is: The public ,does not feel that schodl persodnel
3WITTits input.

What it preferred: That communication between school pe'rsonnel
and the public be improved.

no
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.34 What is: Teachers are not sufficiently' involved in
decision-making.

What is ?referred: .ilvha provisions be 'made for more extensiveteacher involvement in decision-making.

.35 . What is: :Tenure is granted to many teachers without
.adequate 'regard t9 their performance or competency level.

:

,-What is preferred: That tenure be granted only to,competent '4teachers. .

, .
.

.

.

.

36 What is:' Too much emphasis isplaced upon metho
not enough on con ent.in teacher training grogram .

What is preferred: That content iequireMents be increased.

37° What is:. Teachlr salaries dare not competitive with
salaries in business and industry.

- ,
,

What is preferred: That teacher salaries be increased.to becompetitive with busihess'and industry..

38 What is: Few eletentary schools are able to employ art,
music,,and physical education teachers, librarians, and

'guidance counselors.

What is preferred: That'all elementary schools be provided
resources to employ art, music, and physical education teachers,
librarians and guidance,.qounselors.

39 Wkiat is: Vocationalservices for handicapped students
are. imited.

What is preferred: That i',w4.de range of vocational curriculabe. provided for handicapped.students.

40 What is Quality of ,teachers varies considerably frompoor to excellent.

.What is..preferredi .That onliY,.`thighly qUalified and motiWte53teachers be employed.
. 1 .

T

41 What is: .-EindergartenS y re only partially funded and
implemented.

4ft.

',What is preferred.: That kind = martens be fully fUnded and
implemented throughout the st .

,

,

.42 What is Thee role, purp and functions of the StateDepartment of Education not adequately defined.
..

.

'.4,Whit is preferred: That the r&le, purpose'and functions (e.g.
regulatory, service, professional,development) of the State
Departmelit o duration be clearly defined and implemented.
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What is: Many school systems have only limited course' \
offerings beyond basi, c Yequirements..

What is preferred: That a more diverse'curriCulum be offered
to meet student needs.

1

44 What is: Lack Of public confidence in educational leader-
ship has'reached a crisis level. Some school administrators
and leaders lack proper motivation, 406quate training, and
sufficient profeSsional developMent which lead to poor job
performance.'

What is preferred: That to have competent educational administra-
tors and leaders, strong graduate training programs and,state-
wide ingervice activities need to.be implemented. Furthermore,
school boards need. to be more attentive in selecting leadership
personnel.

e.`
45 What is: Students are not being given adequate pro-

vocational orientation and counseling regarding vocational
education and technical trainivg.

What is preferred: That students statewide be given adequate
pre-vocational orientation and counseling which presents the
relationship between academic preparation 'and vocational
performance.

46 What is: Although'Public Law 94-142 (comprehensive legis7
ation dealing with education of exceptional children) is '

being implemented without regard to local conditions,'
local education agencies'are unclear on compliance regula-
eions.

What is preferred: That P.L. 94-142 be more clearly defined in
tees of compliance regulations and _local conditions be taken
into consideration during implementation.

47 What is: Many schdol systems in the State,have not
achieved' an acceptable level of racial integration Is
evidenced by the uneven black to white student ratio from
school to school within these sy$tems.

What is preferred: That the stude. lack to white ratio
within all schools reflect the recsia balance of the overall
community (i.e. school system).

48 What is: Effective programs and procedures for evaluat-
ing the performance of professional educators are'not
operating in State G schools.

What is preferred: That effective programs of professional
performance evaluation be developed and implemented.

( "
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49 What isi Clastes.are made -up of students with differentIii.FRIEg abilities.

What is preferred:''lhat students be, grouped in classes accordingto their academic papabilities.

50 Whatis: Twelve =month educational services for handi-capped students are limited.
* c

What is Bgreferred e That continuous educational services on a12-'month basis be provided'at. specified in.the Individual -Education Program CIEP) .

5.l What is: Teachers lre'required to spend too much time onnon-instructional activities.

What, preferred: That the number of required non-instructionalactivities be reduced.

52 What is: The publiC perceives the ability and performanceof teac hers as being poor.

What is preferred: That the public image of teachers beimproved.

53 What is: Some components of the vocational education,-curriculum have not been modified to meet changed demandsfor vocational skills.

What is preferred: That the vocational education curriculumbe updated,...to include job skills in current demand.

54 Whdat is: In many.sdhools, students and teachers are notmot' ivated to achieve excellenCe.
. ,

1

What is preferred: That recognition and rewards be geared moretoward encouraging the achieveement of excellence..

. .

55 What is:. Curriculum supervisi0 has received no officialbudgetary recognition.
_.

-- ,

.What is preferred:' That specific funding for curriculum super-vision be provided.

to.56 What is: College prep curricula in secoriday schools .areEftgrirnadeguate, resulting in poorly prepared college-bound students.

What is preferred: That college prep which adequatelyprepare college bound students be estab shed and coordinatedfor secondary schogis throughout the state.
.f .

,
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57 What isi Placement services are-not available to all
frecondaryastudents.

What is preferred: That Funds be made available for placement.
counselors.

58 What is: Vocational programs in many schools'become :
dumping grounds" as a result of the practice of assign-
ing students to vocational education regardless of their
aptitude or interest.

That is preferred: That, students be allowed to select voca-
tional programs on the basis of aptitude and interest.

59 What is: Funding for education is inadequate and incon-
sistent with educational mandates.

What is preferred: That adequate funding (including more local
and state money) be provided according to the priorities and
mandates in education.

60 What'is: The academic progress/advancement of gifted stu-
dents is limited by their instruction in heterogeneous
classrooms which is geared to the "average" student..

What is Aoreferred: That programs for the gifted.be implemented
to meet individual student needs.

'61 What is: A small percentage of teachers is incompetent.

What is preferred: That procedures be adopted to assure that
only competent individuals are certified to teach.

62 What is: Parents are not involved in educational
aTErii3nmaking.

What is preferred: That parent,involvement in educational
decigion-making be encouraged.

63 What is: Vocational couns4ing and a survey of State G's
projected manpower needs are inadequate.

What is preferred: That at graduation students have an, under-
standing of their capabilities-and job opportunities.

64 What is: Some high schools do not provide instruction for
students in how to look for a job.

What is preferred: That all high schools provide instruction
for stuaents In how to prepare resumes 'and go aboutlooking
for a job.

17
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